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Abstract

This study focuses on two aspects of the siting process for California electrical energy facilities: regulation of the siting process by the California State Energy Commission and the role of increasing system interdependence on the siting process. This study includes a review of public facility location theory and an evaluation of its contribution to the study of the electrical facility location problem. System interdependence, which refers to the physical and institutional arrangements of the utilities that demonstrate their interconnectedness, is specifically studied by examining the development and use of power pooling within the state to manage the supply of electricity. The examination of power pooling allows conclusions to be drawn about the effects of system interdependence on the siting process for new electrical energy facilities.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Energy, which we have wielded in vast quantities and sophisticated forms for decades, is inextricably woven into our way of life. Yet changes in the supply of crude energy forms have forced us to question our previously unchecked use of energy. The energy crisis of 1973-1974, which emphasized the frail connections between foreign energy suppliers and United States energy consumers, was particularly important in this respect. Clearly our values will be reexamined and gradually modified as we grapple with the complex problems of the energy industry. In the United States and other highly industrialized countries, the energy industry is multifaceted, with both the private and public sectors pursuing the exploration and extraction of fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas), the conversion of these new energy materials into usable forms (such as gasoline and petrochemical feedstocks) and the integration of energy into the economy. In the highly centralized energy supply system of today, a key role is played by the electrical utilities, which convert raw energy materials into electricity, one of the highest quality forms of energy. Electricity, generated from fossil fuel, nuclear, geothermal and hydroelectric power plants, is distributed to industrial, commercial and residential users over an incredibly complex distribution grid of transmission lines, substations and local low voltage lines. It is to the provision of this form of energy through the government regulated private and public utilities to which we direct our attention.

While different aspects of electricity production and distribution are of importance for geographers, clearly the process through which
these organizations make their decisions about the provision of electricity are of concern to the economic geographer, for ultimately these decisions have a great impact not only on the visible landscape in which the power plants themselves are located, but also on the location of the commercial, residential and industrial users of electricity. In addition to the locations of the electrical users, the decision-making process becomes more important in light of the serious environmental consequences of continued high levels of energy production and use and because government intervention in the decision process for siting electrical generating and transmission facilities has increased.

Since the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the siting process for power plants, transmission lines and other energy facilities has become more constrained while simultaneously becoming more public and more visible than before. Previously, concern was not voiced to any serious degree by any group. In fact, the individual utility had a rather free reign on deciding where and when to build power plants. Certainly the question of need was never seriously raised, for it seemed obvious that the post World War II United States required ever increasing amounts of electricity to maintain and improve the standard of living, to sustain the rate of growth in the Gross National Product (GNP) Index and to support the general upswing in the economy following the war. It was in this period that most of the electrical utilities experienced their most rapid rate of growth. For example, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) added eleven new plants, with a total of 1.4 MW, between 1945 and 1951. The utilities acted primarily in their own interests, and sought to add to their baseline capacity as rapidly as possible, without much regard
to the impacts this had on the physical and social environment. The increasing concern in the 1960's over the quality of the physical environment which prompted the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, swept up the electrical utilities as well. The isolation in which the utilities operated in the 1950's was replaced in the 1960's and 1970's by an emphasis on greater regulation by governmental agencies, greater emphasis on public participation in the decision-making process and more concern with the range of impacts resulting from the construction and operation of an energy facility. In addition to the changes wrought by NEPA and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) of 1970, a major shift in regulation of the siting process occurred with the introduction of the California Energy Commission (CEC) in 1975. Thus we can point to the importance of the present decision-making process of the California electrical utilities which departs significantly from the process which existed in the 1950's.

This study will focus on two aspects of the decision-making process of the California electrical utilities, namely, the regulation of the siting process and the role of increasing system interdependence in the siting process. Theoretically, the electrical utility location or siting decision may be classed as a public facility location theory problem, because electricity, regardless of the ownership of the facilities, is public in the sense that it is a government regulated monopoly. Thus, the first step in this study is a review and evaluation of the present body of applicable location theory to determine the theoretical basis we have for understanding the siting process (Chapter Two). This will include a discussion of "public" versus "private" utilities and the significance of ownership in the siting process. Secondly, we must
describe the decision-making environment of the California electrical utilities, especially their relationship with regulatory agencies, because the analysis of the siting process cannot be understood if it is divorced from the context in which it takes place (Chapter Three). This will include a description of the siting process as outlined in the Warren-Alquist Act. Although this will give us the general legal framework which guides the siting decision-making process, we must narrow our consideration of this process to a specific aspect, namely the role of system interdependence, in order to analyze the general trends in energy facility siting (Chapter Four). System interdependence refers to both the physical and institutional arrangements of the utilities that demonstrate their interconnectedness. While some connections between the utilities have existed for many decades, within the last fifteen years these linkages have proliferated. Power pooling as an effective way to manage reserve margins and planned additions to capacity has been employed since the second World War but it now plays an especially important role in California electricity supply. The Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC), a reliability council, and the California Power Pool Agreement of 1964 represent formal institutional arrangements that indicate the trend to interconnectedness. In addition, practices such as "banking" and energy exchanges are short term contractual agreements whose success lies in the coordination of the utilities and of shared physical equipment, primarily connected and compatible transmission lines. Documenting these developments will be instructive, but more importantly, we can see how the siting process as directed by the primary regulatory agency, the California Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission,
or simply the California Energy Commission, affects this system interdependence. Ultimately, we may expect that the pattern of energy facility sites visible on the landscape will reflect the role of system interdependence in the siting process.

What are the problems to be specifically addressed? There are two: first, what does public facility location theory contribute to the study of the provision of electricity; and secondly, how do regulation and system interdependence affect the siting process? Prima facie, it seems that in the short run that system interdependence makes it easier for the utilities to meet their demand, while in the long run it seems to hinder their efforts at siting more power plants because of the regulatory policies of the CEC which are directed to developing a sound statewide system. Chapter Four will address this question.

The analysis of a process as complicated as the power plant siting process requires a comprehensive framework. The time-geographic framework developed by Torsten Hagerstrand, Allan Pred and others has proved in many research applications to be such a comprehensive framework. For this particular study, it would have been instructive to use the project concept of time-geography to structure the conceptualization of the dissertation problem. Unfortunately, due to time and financial limitations, it was not possible to undertake the type of detailed data gathering that a full application of the time-geographic approach would necessitate. This does not, however, preclude a thoughtful consideration of how such a study would be formulated and speculation on the insights to be gained from the time-geographic assessment. This topic will be considered in Chapter Five, Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research.
In this research, data such as specific regulations and information on proposed electrical generating facilities, were gathered from the standard published data sources of government agencies as well as from the electrical utilities. It was necessary to supplement this data because the type of information needed for the analysis (for example, in attempting to understand system interdependence) were not conveniently available. Thus, in-depth interviews were carried out with key people in the CEC, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and other regulatory agencies and in the PG&E, which is the California electrical utility that will serve as the case study. (The selection of the case study electrical utility is discussed more fully in Chapter Four.) In addition, much of the analysis will rest on an assessment of the relevant literature. In fact, a major contribution of this work will be the interpretation and evaluation from a geographic viewpoint of the scattered and broad literature that bears on the siting process.

The remainder of this chapter has two parts which provide a backdrop for the succeeding chapters. First, we will depict the trends in energy use in general, and electricity use in particular for California over the last several decades. This illustrates the scale and importance of the siting problem as well as the magnitude of the demand for electricity. Secondly, we will briefly discuss the nature and extent of the contribution that geographers have made to the study of energy.

Energy Use in California

The California energy industry has four major sectors: 1) oil and gas extraction; 2) petroleum refining and related industries; 3) electric utilities; and 4) gas utilities. Data for crude oil production,
natural gas and natural gas liquids production is shown in Figure 1-1. This data shows that between 1964 and 1968, petroleum production grew at an annual rate of 5.6 percent. However, from 1969-1975, the production of petroleum declined about 3.0 percent per year. Natural gas production averaged 683 billion cubic feet per year from 1964 through 1968. Then production went into a steady decline of 9.4 percent per year from 1968-1975. The production of natural gas liquids was steady from 1964 to 1967, but then it gradually decreased. The average annual rate of decline from 1964-1975 was 8.5 percent for natural gas liquids. In 1975, the crude oil production in California represented 10.6 percent of the national total production and production for natural gas and natural gas liquids together represented less than 2 percent of the national total. This clearly demonstrates that primary energy production is declining in California, forcing the state to rely increasingly on out-of-state and foreign sources of fuel. In fact, in 1970 California imported 10 percent of its oil supply, but by 1977 this had risen to 41 percent. The state has not been able to rely solely on in-state production of natural gas and oil since the late 1940's. The two major reasons for this are the shift to gas and oil-fired steam turbine electricity generating units and the greatly increased consumption of gasoline in automobiles. In 1960, the per capita consumption of gasoline was 340 gallons per year, which increased 60 percent by 1977 to 533 gallons per year. Presently per capita consumption of gasoline is decreasing. The consumption of natural gas by end-use sector is tabulated for 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1975 in Table 1-1 and is illustrated along with the consumption of oil and electricity in Figure 1-2.
Table 1-1
Use of Energy by Sector in California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td></td>
<td>394</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, end use</td>
<td></td>
<td>452</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>572</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td></td>
<td>117</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, end use</td>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>265</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td></td>
<td>342</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td></td>
<td>349</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, end use</td>
<td></td>
<td>767</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>925</td>
<td>1103</td>
<td>1508</td>
<td>1484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td></td>
<td>752</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>1362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>340</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, end use</td>
<td></td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>2095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>2095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End use</td>
<td></td>
<td>2476</td>
<td>3129</td>
<td>4059</td>
<td>4428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>2854</td>
<td>3717</td>
<td>4923</td>
<td>5407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRENDS IN END USE OF ENERGY IN CALIFORNIA

Source: Ahern, William, et. al., Energy Alternatives for California: Paths to the Future, Santa Monica, Rand Corporation, 1975
Coal has not been a major source of energy for California. No coal is presently used to generate electricity in the state, although California imports coal-generated electricity from the southwestern states (see Figure 1-6). The Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), however, has proposed two 800 megawatt coal-fired power plants for a northern California location (Solano County and Butte County sites were approved in the Notice of Intention process, August 1, 1979) and Southern California Edison has proposed a 100 MW integrated coal gasification/combined cycle demonstration plant for San Bernardino County and two 500 megawatt units for a southern California location.

A comparison of California energy consumption in 1960 with consumption in 1977 reveals several interesting patterns (Table 1-2). The first major shift is the addition of nuclear and geothermal resources for electricity production. The use of natural gas for electricity generation decreased by six percent, while that of oil showed a major jump of ten percent.

This documents the trend already mentioned of a shift to oil-fired steam turbine power plants. A four percent increase in the use of petroleum from 1960 to 1977 can be seen, as well as a drop in non-residential use of petroleum and approximately the same portion of petroleum going to transportation. Finally, we can note that the proportions of energy consumption among the three major end-use categories (residential, non-residential and transportation) has remained roughly the same (16 percent and 15 percent, 44 percent and 43 percent, and 40 percent and 42 percent for 1960 and 1977 respectively). A diagrammatic flow of the 6298 trillion Btu consumed in 1977 is shown in Figure 1-3.
Table 1-2
Energy Consumption Patterns: 1960 and 1977

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>Percentage of Supply</th>
<th>Percentage of Energy Sources Going to Specific End Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectricity</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>100% electricity generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>100% non-residential (industrial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>28% electricity generation 32% residential use 40% non-residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>8% electricity generation 1% residential 33% non-residential 58% transportation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>Percentage of Supply</th>
<th>Percentage of Energy Sources Going to Specific End Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectricity</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>100% Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>28% non-residential 72% electricity generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>28% non-residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>22% electricity generation 34% residential 44% non-residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>18% electricity generation 3% residential 26% non-residential 56% transportation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1977 CALIFORNIA ENERGY FLOW

Total Consumption
6298 Trillion Btu

Fig. 1-3
Now that the general trends in overall energy consumption have been examined, we will consider the trends in electricity consumption more closely. Figure 1-4 dramatically illustrates the sharp increase in electricity consumed in the post World War II decades. By 1973, Californians were consuming more electricity in one month than had been consumed in the entire year of 1930; in 1940, 10 billion kilowatt hours were generated, and by 1970 this had risen to 122 billion kilowatt hours of electricity. In addition to the tremendous growth in electricity sold, maximum demand or peak demand also rose steeply from 1940 to 1970 (Figure 1-5). The CEC states that from 1963 through 1973, peak demand grew at an annual rate of 6.8 percent, while total electricity sales increased by 6.6 percent. The oil embargo of 1973-1974 slowed the growth rate considerably, dropping to 4.5 percent and 3.2 percent respectively. Overall, the steady growth in the use of electricity in the 1960's continued into the early 1970's, but dropped sharply after the oil embargo. Although the rate at which it continues to expand is reduced, the general trend has nevertheless been to an increased dependence on electricity as a source of energy.

What are the fuels used to produce the electricity? Figure 1-6 illustrates the absolute amounts of electricity generated from hydroelectric, natural gas, fuel oil, geothermal, nuclear, and coal sources. In Figure 1-2 we have already presented the percentage contribution made by each fuel type. The important changes have been the introduction of nuclear and geothermal energy sources, the shift to oil-fired capacity, the precipitous decline in natural gas as a fuel for electricity generation (in 1960, natural gas provided 61 percent of electricity,
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but by 1977 this declined to 28 percent, and the importation of electricity from out-of-state sources. (California presently imports 17 percent of its electricity, of which 10 percent is coal-fired capacity.) Important decisions about our future supplies of electricity are being made now; it is difficult, if not impossible, to forecast which fuels will be relied on over the next several decades.

In California there are five investor-owned electrical utilities, eight publicly-owned utilities, and eleven public agencies, all of which produce electricity which they consume and sell to other utilities. The spatial distribution of the electricity generating facilities in 1976, which totals 242 units, is shown in Map 1-1. The breakdown by type of plant is given in Table 1-3.

The pattern of location shows several distinct clusters. First, the hydroelectric plants are clustered in the Sierra Nevada mountain range in the eastern part of the state from Plumas County down to Tulare and Inyo Counties. In addition, there is another cluster in Shasta County. The geothermal plants are necessarily constrained to the region where the geothermal source exists; they are clustered in northeastern Sonoma County. The major concentration of fossil fuel energy facilities are in metropolitan areas, including the San Francisco Bay area, the Los Angeles area and the San Diego metropolitan area. Southern Imperial County has a cluster of small electricity-generating plants. Finally, the three sites with operating nuclear power plants are scattered throughout the state, with one each in Humboldt County, Sacramento County and San Diego County. A fourth site with nuclear units nearing completion is located on the coast in San Luis Obispo County.
CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC UTILITIES
EXISTING ELECTRICAL GENERATING PLANTS 1976
Source: CERCEC, California Energy Trends and Choices, vol. 7, Power Plant Siting

Map 1-1
Table 1-3
Type and Number of Existing Electrical Generating Plants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of Units</th>
<th>Total Installed Capacity (in megawatts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>8438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>24201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>34734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present pattern of energy facility siting is not likely to continue for several reasons. First, the concentration of power plants in metropolitan areas is not likely to increase due to air quality problems and health and safety effects from the proximity to population concentrations. This is particularly true for nuclear power plants. Second, the number of potential sites for additional hydroelectric development has decreased as most of the usable sites have already been developed. The Department of Water Resources has estimated, however, that hydroelectric output could be expanded by approximately 30 percent, although the environmental impacts of doing so have yet to be considered. Third, the predominance of coastal siting is not likely to be reinforced due to the Coastal Commission policies designed to help conserve coastal resources. Thus a shift in the siting pattern of energy facilities is likely to occur over the next decade with the central portion of the state and the southeastern desert area receiving increased attention as power plant siting areas.

Any shift in the pattern of siting power plants has obvious ramifications for the expected pattern of transmission facilities. The present spatial distribution of transmission lines in California is illustrated in Map 1-2. This spatial distribution is a critical element in the siting process because the present pattern directly constrains and shapes any future pattern of growth. In order to maximize the benefit of utility of the capital investment, future additions to the system necessarily tie into the old. Many factors which play a role in the development of system interdependence are thus directly related to the transmission system. A clear depiction of this system growth can be seen in Map 1-3, which shows how the early links of the PG&E transmission system have been reinforced in later expansions.
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We have described the trends in energy consumption in California, in particular those of electricity consumption as well as presenting the present day spatial distribution of power plants and transmission lines. This serves as a backdrop for the present study. We will now consider geographic research on energy.

**Geography of Energy**

In recent years, the rapidly changing energy economy of the United States has commanded the research attention of more and more geographers. The work is reflected in the sessions of the annual meetings of the Association of American Geographers (AAG), in recent Ph.D. dissertations, in the research of applied geographers and in several academic departments. The 1977 annual meeting of the AAG in Salt Lake City, Utah provided a particularly rich sample of the current interests of geographers concerned with energy. Seven sessions were organized to accommodate the participants: "Fossil Fuels: Management and Policy Problems," "Nuclear and Fossil Energy Location and Distribution," "Assessment of the Solar Energy Resources of the West," "Energy Facility Siting: Environmental Impacts," "Energy Siting: Case Studies on Methodology," "Energy: Impact Assessment and Planning" and "Energy: Alternative Sources and Conservation." These sessions and the numerous energy sessions of other AAG meetings are ample evidence of the tremendous increase in research on all aspects of energy production and consumption.

A notable feature of this work is an emphasis on the policy-making aspects of energy studies, demonstrating a shift to applied geographic work. Thomas Wilbanks has outlined five areas of policy-oriented geographic research: 1) implications of the differing geographic distributions of energy resources and energy demand; 2) economic and social
impact assessment; 3) energy facility siting; 4) determinants of energy-using spatial behavior; and 5) technology transfer. Most of this work is sponsored by government agencies (especially the Department of Energy through the national laboratory system and individual contracts), and private organizations such as the Edison Electric Institute and the Ford Foundation. Thus the published results do not always appear in the academic literature, and it is impossible to provide a comprehensive review of the literature here. Nevertheless, the work of geographers outside of academia is becoming increasingly important. The emphasis on policy, practical application and social and institutional aspects of energy distinguish their efforts from the traditional economic geography approach which has been primarily descriptive of the spatial distribution of energy resources.

There are two main ways that energy has been studied academically. One portion of the literature has been preoccupied with evaluating the spatial distribution of energy resources so as to determine the potential for extraction. Another portion has considered energy as a factor in analyzing the locational pattern of industry. An examination of the last twenty years of Economic Geography supports this depiction of the literature. Some representative article titles are: "Oil in Libya, Some Implications," "Current Problems of the Soviet Electric Power Industry," "Changes in the Supply of Coking Coal in Belgium," "The Geography of the Nigerian Petroleum Industry," and "Optimal Transportation Patterns of Coal in the Great Lakes Region." These articles are mainly descriptive, giving basic geographic information on the location of the energy resource, the industries and the power plants. The roles of transportation in linking the primary energy fuel with the power system or industry is often emphasized. An exception is the article
on coal in the Great Lakes region, which instead models the present patterns of coal movements in order to formulate optimal routing patterns. In order to more carefully delineate this type of economic geography, we will examine two articles in detail. The work of Brown and Simonett is important because they are concerned with the growth of integration of an electrical supply system which is relevant to the present concern with system interdependence. Rodgers' work is a particularly good example of the traditional economic geographic concern with factors affecting industrial location.

Brown and Simonett, in their article entitled "Integration and Locational Change in the Australian Electricity Industry: 1951-1965," give a description of the spatial distribution of energy facilities in Australia and detail how extra-high voltage (EHV) transmission technology, in conjunction with changing economic conditions and demand, permitted the expansion and integration of the grid system. The questions which they consider geographically significant are these: "What is the nature of the power systems' development, the resources, and the technology that has given rise to the present patterns in the power industry? What will be the effect of the present pattern on future growth? Finally, what economic advantage, if any, do these new power developments bring to Australian industry?" Before approaching these questions, the authors reviewed the fuel resources of the several Australian states, explaining in detail the distribution of coal, hydroelectric, oil, gas and fission fuel resources. The spatial distribution of the electrical generating facilities in 1951 showed a concentration of thermal coal-fired plants in the cities. Brown and Simonett contrast this pattern with the "power pattern" of 1963 which indicated that transmission line improvements had enabled smaller areas outside the major
cities to integrate into the established urban system. Due to three different types of load centers which had emerged by 1963, Brown and Simonett then break the discussion into three parts, considering the Southeast, Tasmania and the sparsely populated states in turn. They conclude with a discussion of the trend towards larger units and greater interconnection, the shift to natural gas as a fuel and the possibilities of employing nuclear power.

Brown and Simonett are principally concerned with answering the first question that was raised early in the article. Except for a brief discussion of industrial location in Tasmania, the second question is not addressed. The authors discuss the governmental policies of the Southeast and Tasmania, including a uniform bulk tariff, which encouraged rural electrification and thus the consolidation of the power grid in the Southeast. While the evaluation of government policies is important to assessing the critical factors having influenced the development of the electricity system, some consideration of related industrial location policies is necessary. Furthermore, the discussion of government policies are not incorporated into an analysis of the future growth patterns. This article lacks a clear conclusion that summarizes how the information presented deals with the geographically significant questions. Finally, the article contains the implicit value judgment that the continued development of the electricity grid system is good or inevitable. The authors probably did not think that a critique of the values involved in such development was either necessary or appropriate. It is undoubtedly the hindsight of the intervening twelve years that makes this seem naive. One can only imagine the great amount of environmental destruction necessitated by the large-scale exploitation of the brown (low quality) coal resource ("...the overburden of about 40 feet
is removed by a huge bucket-chain dredger capable of moving 1300 cubic yards of solid overburden an hour." 32 A case can perhaps be made that these matters should have been weighed in speculating on the future growth patterns, for even if aesthetic concerns are set aside, this type of resource use would affect future population expansion. In conclusion, Brown and Simonett do a good job of tracing the development of the Australian electricity industry, but they only partially succeed in going beyond description to an analysis of the locational patterns.

An article which exemplifies the economic geographer's concern with how a primary fuel source affects industrial location is "Coking Coal Supply: Its Role in the Expansion of the Soviet Steel Industry" by Allan Rodgers. 33 This thorough and exceptionally well written article details, basin by basin, the nature and extent of Soviet coking coal supplies. Rodgers provides a careful analysis of production figures, transportation costs and of how the properties of the coal determine the actual cost and usefulness of the coking coal. For example, Rodgers explains that high ash content in coking coal is a disadvantage because it decreases the calorific power of the coke product as well as increasing the amount of coke and limestone required to produce pig iron. 34 Ultimately, this technical information is drawn together with cost information to explain the dominance of the Donbas coal region, which, despite its lower quality coal, has been the leading coking region. Considering the difficulties of placing this discussion of coking coal and steel production in the context of the Soviet political economy, Rodgers does an excellent job of analyzing the prospects for changes in the locational pattern of the steel industry and of the railroad lines that tie it with its supply of coking coal.
The work of two geographers, Earl Cook and Daniel Luten, deserves attention here, for they have been the leaders in pursuing energy as a geographic research interest. Earl Cook has stated his view of energy as an area of geographic concern in the following terms:

"Energy is the most important physical element of what geographers call the man-environment system. The analysis of energy in the context of this system and the search for practicable answers to human problems involving energy cannot be carried out adequately within such restricted frames as those of traditional economic, or of thermodynamic engineering, or of social or political management. This is a geographic subject, requiring the actual or ascribed abilities of geographers to synthesize relevant information for modelling man-environment relations."35

Cook employs a broad definition of energy that encompasses agriculture (food as a source of energy for humans) and he discusses basic resource availability and the location of renewable and non-renewable energy sources throughout the world. In particular, Cook deals with the American energy economy (see Figure 1-7) and the flows of energy in industrialized countries in general.36 A specific aspect of energy production and consumption that Cook discusses is that of the technical efficiency of electricity. Because electricity is less efficient overall than direct fuel use in certain end uses (e.g., heating water), it takes more energy per unit of end use output if electricity is used. Specifically, the technical efficiency of certain electrical devices such as resistance heaters is 100 percent, but overall it is only 32 percent efficient (compared to 60-90 percent efficiency of direct fuel use) due to the losses involved in electricity generation.37 Our increased
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reliance on electricity as an energy source is thus ultimately reflected in the changes in the ratio of total energy used to the gross national product. This information on the technical efficiency of electricity (which has implications for growth-related issues that Cook only touches upon) represents a portion of a well documented overview of the major facets of energy production and consumption.

Overall, Cook must be viewed as only having contributed to the traditional descriptive economic geography of energy for although he offers some evaluation and insight into the processes involved in the energy economy, his work does not extend to an analysis of the political economy of energy. Significantly, however, he does recognize the need for considering the ethical, moral and social implications of energy use. 38

This type of broad geographic research on energy illustrates that electricity represents only a portion of a complex worldwide energy system.

Daniel B. Luten provides a counterbalance to the work of Cook. 39 His approach differs in his emphasis of the patterns on the land which are created by the ways people utilize different forms of energy. In particular, he links technological innovations, notably the heat engine, small electric motors and the automobile, that radically alter our ability to use energy with changes in the visible landscape and in the location of economic activities. The transportation and storage problems of various energy forms are of central concern, revealing Luten's consideration of how the complex processes involved in the production of energy have affected the landscape. One aspect of electricity production that Luten notes is the interconnection of electricity grids in the United States. These interconnections enable utilities to more
reliably meet the need for a reserve margin to handle unexpectedly high peak demands as well as to balance the economics of electricity produced from different fuels.\textsuperscript{40}

To conclude this brief survey of geographic contributions to the study of energy, we must mention the theoretical work which bears upon the problem of energy facility study. While classical location theory, specifically, industrial location theory, contains major elements that pertain to energy facility siting, industrial location theory alone does not completely satisfy our need for a theoretical foundation because it is primarily concerned with private enterprise. Since electricity production involves the public sector as well as the private, we must also examine public facility location theory. Energy facility siting falls neatly between these two areas of theory, for it bears characteristics of both. This relationship and the body of public facility location theory is thus considered in detail in Chapter Two.
FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER ONE

1. Quality refers to the efficiency at the end use, which for some electrical devices, such as electrical resistance heaters, is 100 percent.

2. Baseline capacity is the generating capacity which operates to serve the base load, which is the minimum load of a utility over a given period of time. Usually baseline capacity operates continuously.


4. Banking is the practice of one utility, A, supplying electricity to utility B at times of low demand using baseload capacity, so that the utility A may draw back from utility B when it needs peaking power in high demand periods. The electricity is not "saved" but is produced from different types of capacity at different times.

5. Energy exchanges refers to short term (usually 24 hours) borrowing and returning of electrical power between utilities. Usually this is a costly way of meeting peak demands.

6. The major English references on time geography include:


12. Ibid., p. 15.


14. Peak demand is the maximum amount of energy consumed in any consecutive number of minutes (e.g., 15 or 30) during the month.


16. Ibid., p. 28.

17. Ibid.

18. Ibid., p. 32.


21. For example, Edward Malecki, University of Oklahoma; David Kirtland, C. Gregory Knight, Diane Mach, University of Pennsylvania; Sidney Jumper and Bruce Ralston, University of Tennessee; Frank Calzonetti and Harley Johansen, West Virginia University.


29. Ibid., p. 284.

30. Ibid., p. 288.

31. Ibid., p. 294.

32. Ibid., p. 297.


34. Ibid., p. 122.


37. Ibid., p. 84. An example of this is water heating. It takes 234,000 Btu of natural gas (227.5 cubic feet) to produce electricity, transmit it and use it in an electrical resistance water heater, while it requires only 121,000 Btu of natural gas (117.5 cubic feet) in a gas water heater to heat the same amount of water to the same temperature.


40. Ibid., p. 115.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW OF PUBLIC FACILITY LOCATION THEORY

Electrical utilities, even if privately owned, are public in the sense that they are government regulated monopolies providing a public service. Identifying the meanings which "public" and "private" connote is necessary before reviewing public facility location theory literature. First, "public" and "private" may be used to describe the ownership of an organization that provides goods or services. Second, the terms may be used to classify goods or services into those which are private (and thus primarily supplied by the private sector) and public goods (which are provided by both public and private organizations). The distinction here is an important one, for most public facility location theory deals with public goods and usually assumes public ownership. Whether or not the supplying organizations are in fact publicly owned is often not noted. In fact, the work done on the location of hospitals, for example, does not seem to make a distinction between public and private ownership of supplying organizations. But the question of ownership is important because if one assumes a publicly-owned organization, the traditional economic assumptions about goals and decision-making behavior (namely, the goal of profit maximization) must be replaced by goals suited to a non-profit organization, such as satisfying the needs of the population served. In the case of the electrical utilities, it is an especially important distinction because electricity is a public good and the provision of electricity is a public service. Government controls on rates and location decisions are evidence that electricity is a public good. In California, the electrical utilities are governed by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California State Energy Commission.
In debates about the role of government in regulating electric utilities, the question of whether the electrical utilities should be publicly or privately owned is often raised. The primary argument in favor of public ownership is that without a need for profits, electricity can be produced and supplied more cheaply. The argument of privately owned utilities is that these organizations can more efficiently produce the electricity by maintaining and developing the best possible technology. Usually, this argument is more generally stated in terms as support of a free enterprise economy.

In the United States, the private investor owned utilities are clearly the dominant form. In 1975, 315 private utilities had 78.8 percent of the generating capacity and 78.3 percent of the 81,892,000 customers. The reasons behind this dominance go back to the early days of the electrical utility industry. The gas companies, which were largely privately owned, were often the direct predecessors to the electrical utilities, and thus set a precedent for private ownership. Financial risk was high in the early days of electricity production and the private companies undertook the risks while the governments displayed little interest in doing so. Perhaps the most important reasons that public ownership never succeeded on a wide scale was that prices declined steadily with continued technological improvements. The trend of declining products costs persisted into the 1960's. With such an impressive cost record, the utilities were not often threatened by proposals for public ownership. The utilities, however, protected their self-interest by fighting any movements toward public ownership through propaganda and the formation of trade associations. The view of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company (PG&E) is representative: "PG&E's position at all times has remained essentially the same—that of a staunch defender against political invasion of a business successfully created and maintained by individual initiative and developed according to the needs of a growing state." In fact, government ownership has been successful only at the municipal level, and in a few instances, at the regional level (for example, the state of Nebraska and the Tennessee Valley Authority), although recently interest in public ownership has resurfaced.

Because this study is focused on the role of interdependence and government regulation, the classification of organizations as privately owned is less important than the fact that they provide a public service. Although one might argue that the ownership of the utilities affects their locational decision-making behavior (because the privately owned ones are still concerned with making profits), this difference is outweighed in importance by the responses these organizations must make to governmental regulations regardless of ownership. Thus, "public facility" here refers to those facilities concerned with the production and distribution of public goods regardless of whether the supplier is publicly or privately owned.

Classical Location Theory

In order to place the discussion of public facility location theory in context, it is necessary to first briefly review location theory in general, and evaluate its relevance to the electrical utility location problem. Classical location theory deals with three types of economic phenomena: agricultural activities, industrial and manufacturing activities, and tertiary activities, or the provision of goods and
services. Only industrial location theory pertains to the electrical utility problem and does so only insofar as energy facilities resemble industrial facilities. The similarities are important to note, especially since any previous geographic writings concerned with electrical utilities have been a sub-area of industrial location theory. While certain kinds of electricity generation are confined to some locations by the nature of the fuel source—like geothermal and hydroelectric units—the fossil fuel and nuclear-powered units provide some locational choice to the utility.

Three relevant aspects of industrial location theory need to be considered here. First, the traditional Weberian type of analysis, with its emphasis on the cost of transporting raw materials, is simply too limited in its assumptions to be of use in this complex problem; indeed, it is even heavily criticized for its limitations in dealing with traditional industrial problems. While the discussion of weight-losing, weight-gaining and pure-weight materials pertains mainly to manufacturing establishments with discrete products, it does provide a gross analogy to the electric utility industry problem of comparing the costs of transporting fuel to the costs of transmitting electricity. Given transmission losses (approximately 3 kilowatts of electricity are lost for every hundred miles of transmission), it is necessary to ask which is more efficient—minemouth generation or generation located near the market (the "load center")? If only this simplified view of factors is included in a siting analysis, then industrial location theory in its more sophisticated forms offers a guide to deciding where to locate an electrical generating facility.
Secondly, industrial location theory includes explicit consideration of the market area of a firm, but this is not relevant to the electric utility location problem. Lösch's work on profit maximization led to his city-rich and city-poor zones with hexagonally-shaped market areas. This work, modified by Isard and Greenhut, suggests the importance of locational interdependence in determining market areas. In theoretical considerations in industrial location decisions, a basic concern is to determine the effects and to measure success in serving a particular market. This important area of concern in industrial location theory is not pertinent to the electric utility problem because it is a monopolistic industry whose market areas or service areas have been formed by the consolidation of many smaller companies during the early decades of the industry. These service areas have remained more or less stable for many decades. The consolidation of companies to form the Pacific Gas and Electric Company's service area serves as an illustration of this nationwide phenomenon (Figure 2-1). Today, competition exists only on the border areas of utility service areas where electricity is not yet provided (Map 2-1).

The third and most important conclusion arising from an evaluation of industrial location theory is that it is insufficient for dealing with electrical utilities because of its limitation to the private sector. The manufacturing concerns of location theory are usually imbued with profit maximization goals and typical private sector behavior which is not characteristic of electric utilities. This difference between private sector firms and regulated monopolies is in fact a more general statement of a difference of which the market area problem is a specific example. In the earlier part of this century and up through
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the early 1950's, the electric utility industry bore a minimum of governmental regulation. In this period, regulation was confined to price controls and little, if any, control was extended over the spatial decision-making of the utilities. In this period, the problems considered in industrial location theory would have been more similar to the electric utility location problem because both emphasized efficiency in production. Given that electricity prices were controlled, the electric industry had increased incentive to hold down production costs. 14 Now, however, with the great increase in the regulation of the siting process, industrial location theory bears less and less relevance to the electric utility location problem. Thus the emphasis on regulating utilities because they are a public concern suggests that the electrical utility location problem belongs to the area of public facility location theory. Finally, we must note that the complexity of the electrical utility location problem in general precludes adequate consideration of this problem through the use of traditional economic location theory. 15

Public Facility Location Theory

It is necessary to begin by comparing the basic characteristics of public facility location theory to the basic attributes of the electrical utility location problem. Because public facility location theory can perhaps provide the pertinent theoretical foundation for the present study, we must evaluate the appropriateness of such theory for this purpose.

First, the majority of the theoretical work in public facility location theory is focused on the urban scale of observation because the types of public services which are treated are offered in metropolitan areas in sufficient quantity to form a pattern of geographic
interest. These services include hospitals, schools, police and fire protection, ambulance services, libraries, and recreational facilities. Second, due to the nature of these services, proximity to the facility is considered important, either for ease in utilizing the facility if the service is offered at the facility or because proximity will mean valuable time is saved in the case of emergencies. Neither the urban scale of observation nor proximity to the facility are relevant to the electrical utility location problem. The scale of observation that is important here is that of the region or service area, not the urban area. Since electricity is distributed to individual buildings, proximity to the power plant or related energy facilities is not only unnecessary but also undesirable because the energy facilities are noxious. They are noxious in their air, water and noise pollution, and are thus both unattractive and unhealthy. The noxious qualities of energy facilities are in fact a major problem in the siting decision-making process and provide a partial explanation of why government regulation of the process has increased in recent years (this is discussed more fully in Chapter 3). In addition, it should be noted that some other public services are also noxious, such as sewage treatment plants, garbage disposal sites or collection areas, water treatment plants and water supply reservoirs.

Third, public facility location theory in general employs time and distance as surrogates for determining optimal locations and measuring the use of a facility. Since use can be assumed to be an inverse square function of the distance from a facility, there is an emphasis on the spacing and number of facilities necessary to meet the demand of
the population, given certain basic assumptions. Often, being able to serve the population within a certain distance and/or time is equated with optimizing social welfare. Equity considerations and social concerns are indirectly dealt with by assuming that relationship. For example, a normative assumption could be that no person should have to travel more than N miles to a hospital or health care center. It if can be shown that a certain pattern of facilities makes this possible, then that pattern optimizes welfare in a limited sense. In the case of electricity, however, time and distance factors can be offered neither to explain consumption nor to demonstrate that social welfare has been met. Moreover, these factors are often inadequate to account for consumption or to evaluate social welfare even for the services for which these measures were developed. For example, because people do not always travel to the nearest center for service, as is often assumed, other explanations are needed to understand spatial behavior.

The behavior of hospital patients provides a specific illustration. Although in the planning and spacing of health care centers, especially maintenance organizations, it is often thought that people prefer nearby centers, empirical research indicates that other factors are more important. If a patient prefers a particular physician, he may travel farther than may be otherwise expected since physicians are usually associated only with selected institutions. Furthermore, if a patient belongs to certain health care plans (for example, the Kaiser Foundation), only certain designated facilities will be used, even if other hospitals occur as intervening opportunities. The perceived quality of the institution also affects the patient's choice. Finally, religious
preferences may compel people to seek out and choose a health care facility that necessitates travelling further than might be suspected prima facie. 16

Fourth, for more public services, the service is provided without directly charging fees; public libraries, schools, police, and fire departments serve as illustrations of this. These services instead are paid for indirectly through taxation. Electricity, however, is directly billed to the consumer in proportion to the amount consumed as determined by a variety of pricing structures. 17 While other public services may involve a fee (for instance, water treatment), it is true that most do not and thus cost considerations do not enter into the theory as major components. We will see in later chapters, however, that cost has become an important aspect of the electrical utility location problem due to economies of scale, increased difficulty in raising capital requirements, as well as the direct effects of cost on consumer demand behavior.

Fifth, the concern for equity and efficiency which is characteristic of public facility location theory literature is a less obvious concern in the electrical utility location decision. It is undeniable that there are significant social costs associated with energy production: boomtown effects, 18 health effects, and environmental degradation to name but a few. These social questions, however, are not resolved by resorting to some "optimal" pattern of facility distribution because accessibility to the facility is not an effective measure of social welfare. Comments pertaining to work on equity and efficiency considerations will clarify this point.
A last note in this comparison of characteristics concerns mathematical representation in the theory. For most purposes, public facilities can be represented as distinct points on a plain. But for the electrical utility industry this is insufficient, for, in addition to power plants and ancillary facilities, there is also the complex network of transmission lines which requires network representation.

These outlined differences between the characteristics of established theory and the attributes of the electrical utility location problem demonstrate that some advances and adjustments are necessary for this theory to be applicable to the present problem. The examination of the siting process in California and the role of system interdependence in the locational decision-making process will point the way to suggesting improvements to be made in the present theories.

The first important conceptual contribution on public facility location was Michael Teitz' paper, "Toward a Theory of Urban Public Facility Location," published in 1968. He noted that until that time the location of public facilities had received scant attention as an area of theoretical concern. The problem had either not been considered, or had been dismissed as a special case of commercial location, despite the important differences in the characteristics of the location problem. Two important features of Teitz's paper are worth noting: the differences he points out between the problem of urban public facilities and those of the private sector and the need to classify facilities.

Teitz defined urban public facilities as those "components of the city whose primary function is to facilitate the provision of goods and services declared, to be wholly or partly within the domain of government." Here public ownership is explicitly noted. This
definition encompasses a wide range of services, including, among others, schools, public libraries, the water supply system and the Post Office. These facilities may be classified in a variety of ways—as the following discussion of the literature demonstrates—but Teitz remarks on two: the classification of their outputs as public goods, zero short-run marginal cost goods or merit goods; and the classification of the geometric properties of each system of facilities. In the latter case, point patterns would represent hospitals or schools while networks would represent water supply systems, sewers, and electricity systems. This particular classification is used by others as a first approximation for grouping not only urban public facilities but private ones as well. Finally, Teitz comments on the hierarchical property of some of the services (or goods) provided. This is directly analogous to Christaller’s distinction between higher and lower order goods. As an illustration, consider that some fire stations have specialized rescue squads as well as the standard or lowest order service of a fire truck. In the case of network functions, there are discrete junctures at which the good or service is stepped down (or up), such as a transformer substation which reduces the voltage of the electricity supplied from the power plant.

The differences between private and public sector facilities which Teitz suggests bear examination. How does each relate to the electric utility problem? First, the location and scale of expenditures is determined by a public or quasi-public process. This occurs in the absence of a competitive price system, which is usually the mechanism by which resources and expenditures are allocated in the private sector. Teitz suggests that this may indicate the usefulness of welfare economics and the economics of public finance. These expenditures, allocated
from governmental budgets derived from taxation, indicate a price zero system; the consumer does not pay a direct fee for the services (for example, schools, library and fire protection). This is not the case, however, for the electrical utilities (either private or public). Teitz, although he mentions services and goods such as gas, telephone, water and electricity, does not deal with the pricing system of these utilities. This price zero concept is applicable to a wide range of urban public facility goods and services, and leaves only the distance to be travelled or the time for travelling to a given facility as the cost to the consumer. 22

Questions of rate structures for public utilities, which have gained a wide treatment in traditional regulatory economics, are important because of the effects that the pricing policies for electricity ultimately have on the siting process for electrical facilities. 23 The value of Teitz's work does not rest solely in his exposition of basic concepts or in the mathematical model he presents. Perhaps the most important contribution that Teitz has made is to spark the interest of other scholars in the area of public facility location theory. 24 Teitz's paper, whose appeal is in part due to the clear way in which the problem area is introduced and discussed, anticipated the resurgent interest in the locational problems of the public sector, and thus provided a guidepost to subsequent endeavors in this area of research.

A significant portion of the public facility location theory literature uses an operations research approach. This sub-literature is often referred to as the location allocation literature. Scott sets out the general structure which characterizes the approach:
Suppose that there are given: (a) a set of \( n \) points distributed in the plane; (b) a numerical weight to be attached to each point; and (c) a set of \( m \) indivisible centroids without predetermined locations; then, the location-allocation problem, in its most general form, is to find locations for the \( m \) centroids and an allocation of each point, or fraction of a point, to some centroid so as to optimize an objective function.25

This general formulation allows many different activities to be designated for the centroids as well as providing for different definitions of objective functions. The most commonly used objective function is that of cost minimization. The basic location-allocation problem which has been described can be broken down into the classic transportation problem of linear programming where the locations of the central facilities are known and the flows must be assigned (also known as the regional assignment problem),26 and the Weberian problem of determining a central facility location that minimizes the cost of the flows.27

While the solutions to these problems are well understood, it is difficult to solve optimally the location-allocation problems that have complex non-linearities. Solutions for these more complex problem formulations, which may be divided into those which are tree-searching and those which are heuristic, have generated a substantial literature.28

The task at hand is not to compare and evaluate the details of the various methods, but to determine the limitations and applicability of this formulation for the present problem. Even for those who are primarily interested in location-allocation problems, the limitations of the solution methods present major difficulties.29 That the real world "tends to defy exact analogs"30 is an understatement. Succinctly stated, the location-allocation models, even in their most sophisticated forms, do not mirror reality to a sufficient degree to be
useful in considering the electric utility problem. Important factors in the spatial decision-making process of the electric utilities, especially the regulatory framework in which the decisions are made, have not been incorporated into the models. This is not to say that these models have little or no value, but there is an underlying fundamental philosophical conflict which makes using such models for the electric utility location problem difficult. The conflict is one between normative theory and a theory that attempts to replicate reality in accurate, if simplified, terms. We must determine if accepting the need for a normative theory is in fact "reasonable." Why do scientists, geographers in particular, want normative theory and what questions does such a theory answer? The difficulty facing the geographer is outlined by Gunnar Olsson:

"Unfortunately, the advocated role of the social scientist is severely hampered by the fact that the ideal schema of scientific explanation rarely applies to the real world; knowledge is incomplete, correspondence rules and measurements are inexact, and even the notion of the investigator's objectivity is debatable. Still, most social research seems to assume away these unpleasant stumbling blocks in attempts to force theories and empirical observations into the stringent frameworks of logical positivism and standard Aristotellean logic."

Beyond the problems of reflecting reality accurately in logical positivist models, geographers have noted the importance of the role of normative theory in their research. Ross MacKinnon stated in 1970 that geographers seem to have neglected normative theory and that this neglect should be rectified. His discussion of dynamic programming was intended to point geographers in this direction. Michael Chisholm has made a case for a return to normative theory as a basis for location theory. He stated: "Current fashion is rather against the idea of normative
theories and is setting strongly in the direction of positive, usually stochastic, models. However useful this vogue may be in dealing with urgent and important problems of describing what 'is' and forecasting what 'will be,' it will give us no insight into what 'should be.'"\textsuperscript{33} It is important to digress and be clear as to what lies beneath this goal of a normative location theory. In stating what "should be," we are declaring what things we value, what we wish to see valued by others and what goals we think ought to be sought by society as a whole. In short, we make value judgments.

The philosophical debate concerning "scientific objectivity" and hidden values in the supposedly value free methods of "science" is vital. The need for explicitly labelling values is important given the purpose to which Chisholm envisions normative theory being applied: planning. Normative theory, by setting forth a clear picture of what ought to be, provides planners and other agents seeking to change society (for example, legislators, business people and other government officials) with a map of the desired end state, formulated in such a way as to aid those actors to conform to the desired end state.\textsuperscript{34} Nelson argues that the recognition of value judgments is essential if planners are to explicitly reflect on the moral and ethical implications of the changes they are implementing.\textsuperscript{35} Olsson also supports this view by stating that "responsible social engineering should be based on a combination of scientific knowledge and visionary politics."\textsuperscript{36} In order for people to make informed choices about changes in society, it is necessary to have a reflective planning community. While Chisholm states that normative theory cannot be generated from observing behavior, he nevertheless expects that normative theory "ought to start from
sensible assumptions, which can be checked by empirical observation." However, there is no proof that one set of assumptions is inherently better as the basis for postulating normative theory than is another. Chisholm describes the problem as a "metaphysical matter, a question of belief . . . not amenable to scientific analysis." This is the only statement that Chisholm makes regarding value judgments and since it occurs in a different work, its absence from his later work weakens his argument for a normative theory.

Given this digression, let us consider what Chisholm specifies in his normative location theory. He calls for theories at a macro-scale which would encompass regions or at least the interrelationship between urban centers. It is in connection with discussing the advantages of a macro-scale perspective that Chisholm suggests that such a theory would be a planner's view of society. While it would be unfair to accuse Chisholm of totally neglecting the role of value judgments, it is not encouraging to note that he further states that once the desirable end state is delineated (that is, the value judgments have been made explicit) that it is possible (indeed, "compatible") to approach the solution with linear programming. To specify the quantities of final goods and services to be produced and to outline which input-output coefficients are applicable is to make a value judgment. This is especially true in determining the need for an energy facility, for a person who values conservation will suggest solutions quite different from someone who does not. In particular, the techniques (such as linear programming) associated with the operations research approach give the illusion of scientific objectivity to problem matter that is explicitly constructed of value judgments on the part of the researcher.
Chisholm undermines the strength of purpose for a normative location theory by suggesting that it be static and include conditions of certainty:

"Given the present state of the relevant arts, it is probable that normative theory must be static and not dynamic. The moment that growth paths, and paths of change, are postulated, uncertainty finds the door wide open and comes bouncing in. Uncertainty is a deadly enemy of normative thought and must therefore be banned. This does of course present a serious problem in the use of normative theory, since it is desirable not only to identify the desired final state but also the path whereby this may be achieved. Perhaps this is a clear case where ambition must be curbed and where we must learn to be content to live with abstract ideas whose application to real-world conditions is not always apparent or easy. If this is so, the most that can be hoped for is a static equilibrium under conditions of certainty." 40

This removes the normative theorist from reality, not only in the concoction of the theory, but also perhaps in its use. If a "static equilibrium under conditions of certainty" is the best result, then pursuing a normative theory of public facility location will not help us understand what is happening in the "real" world.

Massam offers a different, but equally limited, argument for pursuing normative theory. He suggests its value lies in making real world model comparisons in order to measure the costs incurred by having facilities that are not ideally located. 41 Similarly, Hodgart suggests that "by showing that better solutions exist, they give the community group a stronger case against inefficient and inequitable proposals." 42 Again, the term "better" is used without the qualification it needs. Given the limitations of normative theory, it is doubtful this justification can be true. Since understanding the decision-making process of the California electrical utilities is the problem undertaken here, it is clear that normative theory cannot play a central role or act as a
foundation in formulating the approach to the task.

If one accepts, however, that a normative theory is necessary, then the location-allocation sub-literature would seem a fruitful place to start. We could formulate our problem of siting energy facilities in dynamic systems terms, with an emphasis on the problem of how to optimize in the long run a system to which facilities are added over a long time period.

One example of the location-allocation approach to the electrical utility problem is Dutton, Hinman and Millham's article, "The Optimal Location of Nuclear-Power Facilities in the Pacific Northwest." Optimal location is defined "with respect to capital-construction, operating, and transmission costs." This paper sets out economically viable options while recognizing that actual plant locations are determined by political realities. Accordingly, the major problem of political realities is set aside and several simplifying assumptions are made. These include representing the demand for electricity as being within a small number of load centers rather than dispersed, and assuming that the overall system that meets both baseload and peak demand will be optimized. A set of possible plant sites and the cost of building a 1000 megawatt power plant are specified at the outset. Site dependent operating costs vary according to the cooling technology and thus consist of pumping costs, fan-power costs, water-treatment costs and tower-maintenance costs. Dutton et al. calculate the portion of expected peak demand (projected to 1992) that must be met by nuclear, assuming rates of growth from 4 to 7 percent annually. Then the problem is given the following expression:
Minimize
\[ \sum_{i} f_i y_i + \sum_{i} c_i y_i \]
subject to the following constraints:
\[ \sum_{j} \gamma_{ij} = 0.85 \] (an 85% capacity factor is assumed)
\[ \sum_{i} x_{ij} = k_i (6130) y_i \]
\[ \sum_{i} y_{ij} = d_j \]
\[ \sum_{i} x_{ij} = e_j \]
(6130 refers to a number of hours in a year that a plant is assumed to operate; 8760 is total number of hours in a year.)

where
- \( f_i \) = annualized capital construction cost of plant \( i \)
- \( d_j \) = demand for peak power at market \( m_j \) in kilowatts
- \( c_i \) = operating cost (in mills/KWH) of a kilowatt-hour
- \( c_{ij} \) = annual cost of transmitting a kilowatt from \( P_i \) to \( M_j \)
- \( \gamma_{ij} \) = number of kilowatts supplied by \( P_i \) to \( M_j \)
- \( x_{ij} \) = number of kilowatt-hours supplied by \( P_i \) to \( M_j \)
- \( k_i \) = 1000 MW, nominal peak capacity of \( P_i \)
- \( y_i = 0 \) if \( P_i \) is not built, \( = 1 \) if \( P_i \) is built
- \( e_j = 0.7 \) (8760) \( d_j \) = annual demand for energy at \( M_j \) in kilowatt-hours.
The authors used the branch and bound algorithm of Sa in combination with the simplex method to solve this mixed integer programming problem. The results of these solutions for the 6 percent annual growth rate call for building all but two of the original thirteen plants. The cost difference if one of the suboptimal plants is built is $400,000 above the optimal total cost of $75,700,000. This difference is so small (0.53 percent) in comparison to the overall total that closer cost analysis would be necessary. In addition, 1100 seconds of central processing time were required on an IBM 360/67 to complete the computations. The expense of even running such a program is rather high and weakens any argument in favor of such an analysis. The difficulties the authors had in determining the cost of the plants included out of date costs that had to be raised by an estimated factor to account for both inflation and actual cost increases. The possibility of error in the cost data is so likely that the difference of $400,000 seems of questionable use in deciding whether or not one plant should be built over another. Moreover, the authors, in discussing the solution for an annual growth rate of 5 percent, note: "This cost differential between the two designs is getting close to the precision of the data and also, clearly, the decision to build P11 rather than P12 could be reversed by a relatively minor unexpected construction problem." The possibility of error in the cost data is so likely that the difference of $400,000 seems of questionable use in deciding whether or not one plant should be built over another. Moreover, the authors, in discussing the solution for an annual growth rate of 5 percent, note: "This cost differential between the two designs is getting close to the precision of the data and also, clearly, the decision to build P11 rather than P12 could be reversed by a relatively minor unexpected construction problem." These comments suggest that the utility of this analysis is rather limited. Finally, this article could have been more accurately titled because it suggests that a subset of locations were optimally selected from a larger set of possible locations. Placing the narrowly defined optimization goal (cost minimization) in a real world context of the siting decision-making process demonstrates the limited contribution
that such a study offers.

One additional area of inquiry within the location-allocation sub-literature deserves attention here. Massam, in his review of this literature, considers how intuitive solutions to the complex problems seem as good as, or perhaps better, than computer algorithms. The appeal of examining the intuitive approach comes from the sheer size of the combinatorial problems. Massam cites several examples: choosing 5 sites out of 77 possible ones offers over 19 million possibilities; there exist at least 32,000 ways to connect 6 cities. Clearly, even with high speed computers, these problems cannot be evaluated individually at reasonable cost. Massam suggests that a combination approach be taken in which an initial set of possible solutions is determined through intuition and the actual evaluation of each of those possibilities is conducted with the aid of a computer. Since actors in the decision-making process rely so heavily on intuition, it is reassuring to see that rudimentary empirical examination of its use displays success.

Equity and Efficiency Considerations in Public Facility Location Theory

We have observed the important differences in goals and objective functions between private and public sector models of location. The private sector is assumed to be motivated by profit while the public sector is concerned with social welfare. The concern for social welfare is normally expressed in terms of equity and efficiency questions. We will now examine several articles which deal with these issues.

Morrill and Symons have observed a concern among people working in the health care profession for a balance between the "efficiency" of a few large hospitals and the "equity" of smaller dispersed units.
Efficiency, as here defined, requires either meeting a "societally predetermined level of volume of service... at minimum total system costs of operation and travel" or maximizing the volume of service within a budget constraint.\textsuperscript{51} Morrill and Symons, in pointing out the differences between several measures of central tendency, demonstrate that each solution has implications for how different segments of the population are served. They proffer three measures of equity: 1) system average, which is a weak measure of equity because it may conceal a balance between a few very well-off members and those who are extremely disadvantaged; 2) minimum standard, in which each individual has at least some service or "no more than some acceptably small proportion of people are more than some critical distance from a good or service provided by a facility;"\textsuperscript{52} 3) variability, that is, a measure of variation about a mean. (They argue that in terms of accessibility, those patterns with small variation are more equitable.) These measures of equity are common and may be found elsewhere in the literature.\textsuperscript{53} Morrill and Symons point out that centrally located facilities have economies of scale and lower marginal and operating costs and that when decentralization to smaller neighborhood facilities occurs, decentralization reduces travel costs by increasing accessibility. Since decentralization, however, also raises marginal and operating costs, there comes a point where these increases are so large that travel savings are more than offset and hence the spatial distribution of facilities is inefficient. That is, greater equity may be achieved by dispersing facilities and regulating the spacing of them but this incurs a reduction in efficiency. Efficient spatial distributions may also be equitable, but this requires that there be no spatial variation
in income and/or density of population.

McAllister has done empirical work on the size and spacing of public facilities (recreation areas) and how this affects the trade-off between equity and efficiency. Service consumption, his measure of efficiency, is relatively insensitive to variations in size and spacing. Importantly, he notes the subjectivity of dealing with such trade-offs. 54

Bigman and ReVelle provide another discussion of equity and efficiency, but their work lacks the clarity of Morrill and Symons' efforts. 55 They discuss the relationship between the provision of public services and the optimal location by employing a mathematical model based on concepts derived from traditional welfare economics. Several problems arise in their formulations. First, they implicitly assume that the services are provided in residential areas without explaining the spatial distribution of residential areas in the region under consideration (although one may possibly presume a central place arrangement in which a core urban place is surrounded by residential areas). More importantly, they neglect to demonstrate why it is reasonable to suppose these services are located only in residential areas. Although they expand the problem formulation so that sites may be chosen from any point on the plane, this merely makes apparent that there will be some trade-off between the economies of scale of a few larger facilities and the provision of services in more numerous smaller facilities. Most importantly, the Bigman and ReVelle paper demonstrates that the optimal solution (in cost terms only) to the location-allocation problem may differ from the solution suggested by welfare economics. Their mathematical analysis shows, in symbolic form, the basic argument put forth by Morrill and Symons. This more rigorous treatment is a welcome
addition to the literature. For Bigman and Revelle, efficiency is synonymous with the maximization of the social welfare function. It is important to note that selecting both different indifference curves for individuals and different isocost surfaces would change the results of their analysis; that is, the concentrated supply of services is not necessarily preferred to decentralized supply. Finally, the authors recognize that income variations affect mobility and hence accessibility. While this may suggest that lower income regions should receive more facilities, it is not clear that these regions will succeed in acquiring more facilities in any bargaining process.

Orloff provides us with a model designed to replicate empirically observed evidence. His work is a valuable contribution because it offers a model which incorporates both the desirability of living relatively close to a facility and the disbenefits of living too close to a service facility that has noxious characteristics. He does this by using a minimum standard of disbenefits to be endured for having the service available in a given proximity. The model requires three sets of empirical data: 1) the location of neighborhood centers; 2) an index of political power using mean income as a surrogate; and 3) the locations of potential sites. Two behavioral assumptions are required: 1) for a noxious facility, more powerful neighborhoods or communities can tolerate greater access costs and force less powerful neighborhoods to bear high levels of noxious effects; and 2) with increasing power, communities can be more inflexible about the range of acceptable alternatives. Orloff obtained fairly good results when he tested his model with hypothetical data as well as with empirical data on fire stations in Morristown, New Jersey. The model
has the appeal of being sufficiently general to be applicable to a variety of facilities and being potentially useful as a planning tool because of its use of empirical observations. This work plainly shows the influence of Julian Wolpert. Wolpert's interpretation of noxious facilities and the role of political power of communities in the bargaining process of facility siting are incorporated in Orloff's model. For example, Orloff notes that the likelihood of siting a noxious facility is enhanced in areas where such facilities already exist; he calls this the "dumping ground effect." Despite Orloff's use of the Toregas model and simple surrogates for complex measures, his work should be placed in a distinctly different category than that of operations researchers because it emphasizes a concern for the political processes involved in siting facilities.

In another way, Andrew White goes beyond the sole consideration of accessibility in locational models for public facilities. He adds a criterion of linkage or agglomeration in order to include a measure of locational interdependence. In this way, he recognizes that some types of public facilities have a propensity to be located closer to each other than is generally assumed. This is particularly true for more complex services, for example, health care, in which case nursing home care, mental health care and other ancillary services may occur near the hospital, the usual focal point of health care. The functional links among these services, or "interaction," include sharing staff and information, joint planning, coordination of services and patient referrals. White examines empirical evidence for Philadelphia which illustrates his idea of locational interdependence. He suggests consideration of both the distance between linked services and the
distance between consumers and service outlets. In order to test the role of accessibility in three study areas, he used nearest neighbor analysis and quadrant analysis based on an assumed uniform distribution of demand for several types of services. Results of these analyses support his contention that agglomeration tendencies deserve theoretical attention. The empirical difficulty of measuring the often intangible linkages between services has not been overcome yet and some way must be found to measure or infer these linkages in order to carry out further analysis of locational interdependence. The major contribution that White makes is the identification of the role of "non-demand types of spatial interaction." This represents a significant improvement over previous models which have relied solely on accessibility measures.

Conclusions

This review of the public facility location theory literature reveals several deficiencies in the basic formulation of the theory. First, the work done to date lacks emphasis on the interdependence of systems. The work by Andrew White represents the first attempt to consider the important effects of other elements in the system on the spatial distribution of facilities. With this exception, the remainder of the literature seems to be at an early stage of development and unable to handle such complications, although they are critical to understanding the way in which public facilities are likely to be located in reality. Clearly this handicaps the use of this type of theory in the present work because attempting to understand the electric utility location problem in terms of the interdependence of the systems is one of the major foci of this dissertation. Furthermore, the present theories do not consider the effects of other institutions on the location of
facilities. As White has demonstrated, this seems to be true of obviously related facilities (such as convalescent homes near hospitals) but it may also be true of other institutions which prima facie do not seem to be related to the primary focus of the location problem.

One aspect of institutional relationships that deserves explicit mention here is that of regulation. Regulation of both the siting process and of the price of electricity has in part determined the present locational pattern and will shape the future locational pattern of electrical facilities. The role of regulation, which is truly crucial in this location problem, has not heretofore been considered in the public facility location theory. Thus these deficiencies severely limit the usefulness of the theory, so it must be dismissed along with the other branches of location theory.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENT OF THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL UTILITIES

Introduction

"The trouble with the world today is that the future is not what it used to be."¹ This succinctly summarizes the import of this chapter, devoted to describing the decision-making environment of the California electrical utilities. Uncertainty has always permeated the work environment of utility decision-makers, but the events of the 1960's and 1970's transformed the relatively stable, financially secure, expanding electric industry to one fraught with problems of a complex character and one where uncertainty looms as a greater difficulty than ever before. The electrical utilities are on a critical path in which the decisions of the next few years will determine, focus and direct their activities over the next several decades. This is not an entirely new situation, for any present state of affairs is undoubtedly the culmination of the "critical" decisions of previous decades; however, the difference now lies in the severity and often unexpected nature of the changes undergone by important elements in the decision-making environment. Alternately expressed, uncertainty always has been with the electrical utilities but it seems to be increasing in magnitude.

For a nation as dependent upon energy consumption as the United States, the recent events which have brought us to a "crisis" are dismal. While some of the crisis components may be easily identified--inflation, the environmental movement, regulation, fuel supply problems--the relationship among the components is not so easily set forth. Moreover, the survey process employed here to describe the decision-making environment of the electrical utilities becomes interwoven with
the political views, values and biases of the participants in the
decision-making process. For example, the academics studying the
decision-making process are not objective observers of the process,
but may themselves be fairly thought of as potential contributors to
the decision-making process insofar as their "contributions to
knowledge" can be put to use. It is impossible to even pretend that
the survey presented here is "objective." However, it does represent
an attempt at a balanced survey of the diverse views. Hence, both
conservative sources, such as Public Utilities Fortnightly (from
which the self-image of the electric utilities can be gleaned) and
liberal sources are presented.

It is important to realize at the outset the limitation of such
a survey. Neither economists nor any other group of experts seem to
agree about many aspects of the energy situation in the U.S. at the
present. Nor do they agree about what we can expect in the future.
Perhaps the only matter upon which everyone concurs is that the economy
has not behaved as expected. The economy has exhibited rising inflation
simultaneously with rising unemployment. Furthermore, the complexity
of the economy precludes prediction. Definition of the problems, and
hence the solutions, are quite varied. Gaining an understanding of the
decision-making environment, even though rudimentary, is a prerequisite,
however, to couching the present research on the siting process and
electrical system interdependence in the proper context. The changes
of the past fifteen years have led to a remarkable alteration in the
siting process for electrical generating and distribution facilities.

The electrical utilities in the U.S. prospered with the general
expansion in the nation's economy at the close of World War II. The
1950's and early 60's can be characterized as the "golden age" for these electrical enterprises, especially the investor owned utilities, because the industry expanded with easy credit and little commotion or notice by the general public. Both long-term bonds and preferred stocks were bought by investors who thought this investment very safe. Utility stocks "were those in which widows should invest."²

Several factors contributed to the positive environment of the 1950's and early 60's. First, technological improvements and the economies of scale associated with larger generating units enabled the utilities to provide increasingly large amounts of electricity at a steadily declining cost per kilowatt hour. This led to a self-reinforcing growth cycle in which demand for electricity grew, new and more efficient plants were built to meet the demand, the cost per kilowatt hour declined, and more demand was thus encouraged. At the same time the introduction of new electrical appliances, including television sets, gave consumers more ways to use electricity. Growth in the electrical industry, largely viewed as positive, was directly correlated to growth in the general economy. In this situation, "growth in electric power supply could mean lower rates for all utility customers. At the same time, if equity capital could be raised at a cost below expected earnings levels, as was often the case, growth meant a large equity investment and higher earnings per share...with declining incremental costs, the utility's...customers and also its stockholders would be benefited by lower rates and higher company earnings."³

With this state of affairs, the utilities actively encouraged the use of electricity and promoted all electric homes. For example, according to PG&E Life, an internal publication for Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) employees, the promotional objectives of the PG&E home economics department were: "to sell gas and electricity...to
aid appliance dealers and the industry generally by acquainting the public with the many new appliances coming on the market each year." The women of the home economics department gave cooking demonstrations as well as electric range and other appliance demonstrations. In addition, their guest speaker service enabled many women's organizations to have a first hand experience with new products. The self-serving aspect of the home economists was a matter of company pride and ambition:

"These, then, are our home economists--the group of women known individually as 'Miss' or 'Mrs. PG&E' to countless homemakers all over the system...That their work holds great potential is best shown by a recent study (which shows if) 10 percent of the 40 percent of our customers not now eating breakfast could be converted to do so, PG&E's revenue would increase by a quarter of a million dollars a year."

This quote and the slogan "Live Better Electrically" aptly capture the spirit of the reinforcing growth cycle in the electrical utility industry.

A second factor was a general air of certainty of, or at least familiarity with, how to plan, build and operate generation and transmission facilities. Steady growth became a reliable rule of thumb and the technology used to meet demand, although continuously improving in efficiency, was well defined. Steam electric generation required either coal or natural gas (fuel oil only became more dominant in the 1960's) and hydroelectric generation became used increasingly. For most utilities, nuclear power did not become an attractive technology until the mid sixties, after several early commercial reactors proved successful and apparently economical. So the choices available seemed clear, demand could be accurately predicted, and the return on investment was steady.
The most important factor in terms of siting was the fact that during this time regulation was concerned foremost with the rate structure, rather than the siting process. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) generally restricted itself to occasionally reviewing a rate case and certifying that proposed power plants were needed. Given the self-reinforcing demand growth cycle, the task of demonstrating need was straightforward, and the electrical generating capacity during this period expanded rapidly. The relative ease with which power plant sites could be selected, purchased, approved and built upon seems almost magical when compared to the more strictly regulated siting process that the California electrical utilities face today. Willrich suggests that an important element in the decision-making environment of the electrical utilities during this "golden age" was the political consensus which allowed the various interest groups to make their "tradeoffs." This consensus, which disintegrated in the 1960's, rested mainly on a common attitude toward growth, confidence in technology, and trust in government and its ability to lead and to regulate.

Continued improvements in technology of all types gave the illusion that we could control and "fix" any problems we encountered by merely adopting the appropriate technology. Examples of this belief in technology abound. As a case in point, the nuclear industry aggressively pursued a commercial reactor program before "solving" the nuclear waste storage problem, because they were confident that the waste storage problem would be solved by the time nuclear wastes accumulated in quantities that were a nuisance. This belief is still held by present day nuclear power advocates, despite the accumulating evidence of the danger involved in all the methods proposed for nuclear waste disposal.
In the opinion of the State Energy Commission (SEC), no method of nuclear waste disposal has adequately been demonstrated, and hence the SEC will not approve nuclear power plant applications.

Inflation

What influences brought about the changes in this expanding, robust industry? First, the importance of inflation, which pervades the entire economy, cannot be underestimated in grasping the difficulties of the electrical utilities. In fact, the utilities view inflation as one of their most pressing problems. Inflation, the real decline in the purchasing power of the dollar, has several effects on the utilities: distortion of price relations, expropriation of bondholders and shareholders, and problems for future financing. The distortion of price relations results from uneven adjustments throughout the economy, and concurrent changes in the prices of labor and capital. The uncertainty this presents for estimating future costs is especially hard for the electrical utilities to cope with because their planning periods are so long. Decisions are being made presently for service that may be delivered fifteen to twenty years from now. Furthermore, because of the regulatory process which determines electricity rates and revenues, utilities are less able to respond quickly to changes in the economy. When an electrical utility requests a rate increase, several years may lapse before it is granted. By that time, inflationary pressures have raised the "real" costs of providing service, usually beyond the ability of present revenues to meet the costs. The difficulty is exacerbated by having the rate increase, on the average, being only 50-60 percent of that requested. The increases in costs, if due to fuel price increases, are often more quickly felt by the customer because of clauses in rate
decisions that permit these costs to be passed on directly to the consumer. Thus, even with so-called "regulatory lag," between 1973 and 1979 the price of residential electricity has gone from 2.3¢ per kilowatt hour to 4.03¢. Because electricity is more price elastic than the electrical utilities have anticipated, demand has dropped. The oil embargo of 1974 broke the historic 6-7 percent annual increase in demand, which presently is 3-4 percent in California. A circular pattern ensues which only aggravates the situation: the drop in the rate of increase in demand means that utility revenues do not increase in proportion to increase in costs (which continue to rise), the utility is faced with providing costlier service with insufficient revenues, rates usually go up and demand decreases further. (The drought in California produced a similar trap; the more water people conserved, the more expensive the water became.) Secondly, inflation inflicts losses on both bondholders and shareholders in the sense that their received returns decline in purchasing power.

The groups who suffer these inflationary losses are different for a "private" investor owned electrical utility and a "public" electrical utility. In the case of a government owned utility, the taxpayers provide the capital and carry the risks as well as the benefits, since they are the population being served. Because these groups (the risk takers and population served) are usually not the same people in the case of privately owned utilities, the willingness to bear the financial risk is distinctly lowered. The utilities "have been described by Fortune magazine as an industry fighting for survival and by the Wall Street Journal as an industry with 'woes.'" This bleak picture should be tempered by some recognition of the conservative bias of
the sources who decry the situation. Moreover, the negative prospects of reduced generating capacities will in part be softened by the reduced growth in demand. As the pressure mounts, relief probably will be sought in a variety of methods, such as deregulation of fuel pricing, changes in rate increase regulation and possibly government ownership of the utilities.

Capital for financing future construction projects becomes more difficult for the electric utilities to acquire because inflation accelerates the decline in their relative attractiveness as investments. Moreover, the utilities must bear the cost of present construction before new capacity plants may be added to the rate base. However, it is to be noted that there are two measures which have been used to permit utilities to recover some of the expenses during the years of plant construction. The first, "Construction Work in Progress" (CWIP), allows immediate return on construction expenses by permitting these costs to become part of the rate base.\textsuperscript{16} According to Kahn, however, CWIP increases demand uncertainty by allowing more time for the long run price elasticity of demand to operate.\textsuperscript{17} Because of political problems, CWIP has been used less frequently than the second measure, Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC). In 1969, AFUDC represented 12.8 percent of the net income of the investor owned utilities but by 1978 this had grown to 39 percent.\textsuperscript{18} This resulted in a reduction of both the market-to-book value ratio and the price earnings ratio of the utilities, and therefore caused them to appear distinctly less appealing for investment. Specific data on the financial status of PG&E demonstrate the trends discussed by Kahn (Table 3-1). The dramatic decrease in the percentage of market-to-book ratio
TABLE 3-1

Financial Status of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company\textsuperscript{a}  
1967 - 1977

I Market-to-Book Ratio of Stocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>market price</td>
<td>$35.63</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book value</td>
<td>$20.62</td>
<td>$28.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>173%</td>
<td>83%\textsuperscript{b}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II Percentage of Total Capitalization Represented in the Rate Base\textsuperscript{c}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1974</th>
<th>1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III Comparison of Authorized Allowance and Earned Returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1970-1977</th>
<th>1974-1977\textsuperscript{d}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average authorized allowance on common equity</td>
<td>12.05%</td>
<td>12.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average return earned on equity capital</td>
<td>9.69%</td>
<td>9.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV Percentage of Earnings Represented by "Allowance for Funds Used During Construction"\textsuperscript{e}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1974</th>
<th>1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
\textsuperscript{b} Presently, the market price is about 80\% of book value.
\textsuperscript{c} Figures are approximate
\textsuperscript{d} Period of highest inflation
\textsuperscript{e} Capitalization of the cost of construction capital
of stocks in ten years (90%) coupled with a decrease in the amount of capitalization in the rate base has adversely affected the earned returns of PG&E. Clearly, this present trend indicates that obtaining capital in the future will not be easy for the electrical utilities or for the energy industry as a whole:

"The ability of (the energy) industry to obtain its share of the market is dependent on industry's attractiveness to the investing groups that compose that market. Capital will only be available to the extent that industry can offer it a satisfactory rate of return in the competitive marketplace. At the present time the federal government, and many state and local governments, are promoting policies, laws, and regulations that impede the ability of the energy industry to generate enough profits to be attractive in the capital markets. If this punitive attitude is maintained, the present stress in our energy structure will turn into an overwhelming crisis as industry strangles under the resulting curtailment of its supply capital."¹⁹

What can we infer from the rise in inflation about the siting decision-making process? The financial situation as described here suggests that capital will be hard to raise and so expensive projects are less likely to be feasible. A current California example of this problem is the failure of the proposed Sundesert Nuclear power plant. Although the problem of nuclear waste storage was undoubtedly a key factor, the project was also very doubtful due to the complexities of financing such a venture. San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E), a major partner in the Sundesert venture, has lost $55 million dollars through investment in the plant,²⁰ which further reduces the utility's ability to consider other projects. The way to resolve this capital dilemma according to Kahn is to push for projects with smaller lead times and smaller capital investments. Such a strategy is less risky and avoids the potential expense involved if too much generating capacity is built. Thus, one of the possible effects of this financial situation is that more and smaller plants will be proposed by the utilities.
In California, this will most likely lead to an increase in combined cycle projects, additions to capacity at existing sites, and the repowering of hydroelectric plants.

The Siting Process and Regulation in California

The Warren Alquist Act of 1974 established the California Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, now known as the California State Energy Commission (SEC). The SEC was charged with forecasting electricity demands and approving sites for thermal power plants. It was also made responsible for research and development of projects concerning alternative energy sources and for developing conservation measures and an emergency energy allocation program.

The Commission was given the "exclusive power to certify all sites" and their certification is "in lieu of any permit, certificate or similar document required by any state, local or regional agency or federal agency to the extent permitted by law." In particular, this altered the authority of the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) which had previously approved the need certificates for new power plants for private electric utilities. In addition, it brought the public electrical utilities which had not been under the CPUC under state regulatory control. Other permitting agencies at the state, regional and local levels lost their authority to hold their own hearings and issue permits. This consolidation of the permitting procedure into one agency, often called "one stop shopping," was perceived as one of the advantages of the SEC since it would help to reduce the time needed to approve the construction and operation of new generating units. The SEC's approval process consists of a two-part, three-year procedure involving a Notice of Intention (NOI) and
an Application for Certification (AFC).

The NOI is an eighteen-month process intended "primarily to
determine the suitability of the proposed site" and to assure that
the proposal meets the requirements of the SEC demand forecast, that
is, need must be demonstrated in accordance with SEC forecasts. The
proposal submitted by the utility must include a primary site, and
three alternates of which at least one is not on the coast. Information
also must be furnished on the expected environmental impacts. The NOI
process affords the public a chance to participate in this planning
process by attending the hearings and by intervening at those hearings
if they so wish. The timetable for this process is detailed in Table
3-2.

The AFC stage involves seeking authorization for the construction
and operation of power plants (Table 3-3). Although the utilities view
the NOI process as aiming at the determination of site suitability and
the AFC process as aiming at the determination of plant type suitability,
the SEC actually closely examines both matters in each stage, thus
blurring the distinctions between the two. In the initial phase of
the AFC, the SEC prepares an environmental impact report, which is com-
pleted within one year of the submission of the AFC. If conditions
have changed in any significant way, the SEC may, within 180 days,
reconsider the acceptability of the site approved in the NOI. Upon
completion of the hearings and subject to the findings of the environ-
mental impact report, the application is approved and construction may begin.

As part of the NOI process, the SEC is responsible for determining
the "general conformity of the proposed sites and related facilities
with standard(s) of the commission and (demand) forecasts." Because
### TABLE 3-2

Notice of Intent (NOI) Timetable \(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Length for Event (days)</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Total Elapsed Time (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>NOI submitted; includes design, economic, environmental features and need</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Adequacy test; Commission judges completeness of the NOI</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Time before public hearing on NOI</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Length of public hearings on NOI</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Time before Preliminary Report is issued; includes conformity with forecast, applicable laws, relative merit of each site, safety and reliability</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Time for comments on Preliminary Report</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Time before Final Report issued; includes conformity with forecast, existing laws, Coastal Commission findings, acceptability and relative merit of each site, any modifications ordered by Commission</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>End of hearings on Final Report (to commence within 30 days of the report and last no longer than 30 days - total of 60 days)</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Time to decide NOI; based on Final Report and all the above proceedings</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

**TABLE 3-3**

Application for Certification (AFC) Timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Length for Event (days)</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Total Elapsed Time (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Utility submits AFC based on an approved NOI</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Commission judges adequacy of data submitted with AFC</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable</td>
<td>Hearings</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Reconsideration of the NOI on which application is based. Application can be terminated in light of &quot;current conditions&quot; and &quot;feasible alternatives.&quot;</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Report</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision on AFC; if approved, construction may begin</td>
<td>540 max. from day of submission; may be extended if Commission and utility agree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
"general conformity" has not been explicitly defined by the Warren-Alquist Act, the SEC has a great deal of latitude in deciding if the NOI is acceptable. It is anticipated that as more and more cases come before the SEC for approval that the criteria gradually will become explicit. These criteria already include a five- and 12-year electricity demand forecast, and the siting standards of the SEC. However, if the site is in the coastal zone (defined as any place within 1000 yards inland of the mean high tide line), the findings of the California Coastal Commission (CCC) also apply, as well as other current laws and regulations.

The SEC Biennial Report is a "comprehensive" document consisting of policy recommendation, an assessment of energy resources available to the state, and a formally adopted forecast of levels of demand for electricity for a period of 5, 12, and 20 years. Adoption occurs only after public hearings. These forecasts reflect the SEC's efforts to balance the requirements of growth and development, to protect public health and safety, to maintain (or improve) environmental quality, to consider the needs of the economy and to conserve natural resources. The 12-year forecast is used by the Commission to determine need for new generating facilities. Because these forecasts are not modified until the next Biennial Report is adopted by the SEC, the utilities can rely on the forecasts as a relatively stable element in their planning process.

Thus, instead of merely reacting to proposed utility resource plans based on company derived forecasts of demand, the SEC actively evaluates the proposals using their own forecasts as a basis for evaluation. In this important respect, the SEC is unique, although
several states (New York, Ohio and Oregon) are contemplating instituting similar procedures. 25

What methodologies are employed to forecast electricity demand? Conservation is one factor which can reduce the demand for electricity and thus augment the supply of electricity. Because the Commission has been explicitly mandated to evaluate the potential contribution of conservation to meeting California's electricity demands, that factor plays an important part in the formulation of its forecasts. The SEC relies primarily on a microeconomic end-use model to explicitly calculate the contribution of conservation, as well as load management and other consumption reducing measures to the lowering of the expected demand level. It is important to note that such consumption reducing measures are only used in this calculation and "shall not be considered as alternatives to a proposed facility during the siting process." 26 The end-use model calculates the total energy requirements by multiplying the number of electricity consuming devices and the amount of electricity used per device. This procedure requires estimating the consumption pattern of those devices which are not in constant use, for example, air conditioners and electric ranges. In addition, other consumer needs and preferences are estimated.

In contrast to the microeconomic approach of the SEC, the California electrical utilities employ macroeconomic methods to forecast demand. Such methods include the use of historical time series data and the regression analysis of variables such as the gross state product (GSP), income, previous sales and the price of electricity. Obviously, this type of analysis is based on the assumption that past relationships will hold for the future as well. In as much as uncertainty has increased
since the Arab oil embargo of 1974, it has become less reasonable to make this assumption. The assumption, however, has persisted and this has led the utilities to consistently overestimate the demand for electricity. This overprediction averages 5.1 percent per year nationwide. Historically the demand for electricity exhibited a fairly constant six percent annual growth rate. Figures from the Edison Electric Institute indicate that between 1963 and 1973 electricity sales grew 6.6 percent annually while peak demand increased at a rate of 6.8 percent. The currently lower growth rate can be attributed to the rising cost of fuel, lower population growth, saturation in certain appliance markets, conservation and increasing energy efficiency in industry. Furthermore, the historically validated relationship between the growth in gross national and state product and the growth in energy use seems to be falling apart in California. In the last three years, the gross state product and per capita income have risen twice as fast as the per unit growth of electricity. Finally, we can note that in 1978, the California GSP increased 7.8 percent after accounting for inflation. These figures are important for they bring into question the validity of continuing to use macroeconomic models based on relationships that clearly are changing.

The California Coastal Commission (CCC) plays a special role in the power plant siting process when any alternative proposed site or related facility is suggested within the coastal zone, for then the SEC transmits a copy of the NOI for the CCC to analyze. The CCC in turn presents its findings prior to the hearings held during the public review of the NOI. A similar procedure is set in motion when the proposed site is within those areas under the jurisdiction of the San
Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (SFBCDC).

Either of these agencies may request the assistance of the SEC in making their respective findings and may serve as interested parties in the adjudicatory hearings. No coastal site is approved as a primary site unless the SEC finds it has greater merit than the alternative sites.

In accordance with its enabling legislation, the CCC may designate certain areas within the coastal zone over which it retains its permit authority. This restricts the SEC to authorizing sites only if the CCC determines that the use is not inconsistent with the existing primary land use. For example, a new electrical generating facility would be a consistent land use in an industrial area or when a power plant has already been sited in a coastal area and an addition is planned. If the CCC determines that there will be no substantial adverse environmental effects and if the local public agency having ownership gives its approval, then other types of areas may be considered appropriate for siting. During the AFC process, the CCC makes specific recommendations on the design characteristics of the proposed plant in order to reduce the plant's negative environmental impact. The SEC then must ascertain that the proposed facility will meet within "feasibility" these recommendations. However, "feasibility" has not been explicitly defined. Hence, the question of whether the SEC or the CCC has ultimate jurisdiction is open to judicial interpretation. Furthermore, since the CCC may update its designated areas of authority every two years, they could conceivably remove authority from the SEC. Thus far, these jurisdictional questions have not been resolved.
The availability of cooling water makes the coast desirable for siting. The State Water Resources Control Board's policy discouraging the inland siting of power plants (so that fresh water may go to agricultural and other uses deemed as higher priorities) puts further pressure on the coast. Here again, the question of jurisdiction arises because these policies of the SWRCB and the CCC are in conflict with each other and the extent to which the SEC can resolve the conflicts is not clear.

Although the SEC is authorized by the Legislature to act as the primary agency in the power plant siting process, other state and local agencies still retain some authority in certain matters and the resolution of the resulting conflicts between these agencies has been gradually occurring. Formerly, the utility negotiated directly with each agency in order to obtain the necessary permits but now such interactions are handled through the SEC. PG&E's representatives feel that they have lost in this bargaining process because their personal contact networks cannot be utilized directly to PG&E's advantage. It does, however, seem that the utilities benefit from the fact that the SEC assumes the ultimate responsibility for such coordinating efforts. The Attorney General acknowledges the authority of the local governments: "the Legislature intends the Energy Commission to give great weight to the comments, opinions, ordinance and standards of local governments," and local governments..."are not to be ignored or given secondary consideration..." In order for a local ordinance to be overruled, the SEC would have to declare that no other "prudent and feasible means" of providing the needed electricity existed as an alternative to the proposed plant. If such a declaration
is made by the SEC, then the certificate issued "shall supersede any applicable statute, ordinance or regulation of any state, local or regional agency in conflict therewith." Only those agencies which own or control parks, wilderness, scenic, natural and wildlife reserves, or recreation or historic preservation areas (such as the State Lands Commission) have veto power in those areas over which they have jurisdiction. Only when the SEC chooses not to invoke its authority do the local and county agencies have de facto regulatory power in the permitting process.

The SEC is aware of jurisdictional interagency conflicts and is working toward fuller coordination of policies among the agencies. For example, the Air Resources Board (ARB) and the SEC adopted a joint protocol on January 23, 1979 to expedite the consideration of fossil fuel power plant applications. This protocol requires the air pollution control district (APCD) in question to report early in the siting process whether or not the air standards can be met by the proposed facility. In addition, the protocol reiterates the need for the utility to use the best available air pollution control technology. It also reaffirms the state energy commission's statutory power to overrule any state or local regulation that prohibits additions to the state's electrical generating capacity which have been deemed essential for continued supply. The Commission's interagency task force has examined coal waste disposal problems and has worked jointly with the California Coastal Commission on siting, and it has also sponsored air pollution control studies.

Overall, the SEC wants to establish a siting process that minimizes problems and expenses on both sides. In their 1979 biennial report they
have outlined several ways to ensure an "open and fair process."\(^{31}\) One way to do this is to have the Commission list and explain the major siting criteria which they use in determining the acceptability of a proposed facility and identify broad candidate siting areas in the state. To this end a constraint mapping study has been conducted, employing over sixty different factors considered as important siting criteria. By overlaying the maps of component criteria, composite maps for each technology have been obtained which clearly indicate the state's problem siting areas. The actions demonstrate the efforts of the Commission to be clear and open about the ways in which it deals with the utilities. Thus, the regulatory commission may be depicted as endeavoring to reduce the uncertainties and difficulties involved in the siting process.

**Summary**

In summary, it is important to note that the regulatory structure for siting, although designed to be fairly straightforward through the NOI and AFC processes, nevertheless represents a significantly more complex decision-making environment for the utilities than the one they enjoyed in the 1950's and 1960's. The outlook for the electrical utilities over the next decades does not promise relief but rather continued difficulties in several key respects. First, long lead times for the construction of power plants and transmission facilities will persist, especially as long as the utilities employ conventional large-scale generation technology. Only smaller-scale projects offer the prospect of shorter lead times.\(^{32}\) Secondly, the number of "acceptable" sites for energy facilities can only grow smaller. Finally, the cost of electricity has continued to climb at a rate greater than the
consumer price index, both because of higher costs of new construction and financing and because of the steady increase in the price of fuels. These problems, combined with the regulatory atmosphere in the state, can only serve to encourage the utilities to take new directions in their planning strategies.
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CHAPTER FOUR: SYSTEM INTERDEPENDENCE AND SITING

Introduction

Electrical utilities began in the 1880's with the first successful installation of a generator occurring in California during 1887. Although most references cite the famed Pearl Street generation station in lower Manhattan, the Pacific Sierra generator had, in fact, preceded this station. From the outset, the electric utility industry flourished as many small firms served a multitude of municipal areas. However, gradually many of these firms consolidated their expanded and often overlapping service areas. A pattern of larger service areas served by fewer firms was established. This form of market organization, the "natural monopoly", was encouraged by extreme economies of scale: "The technical advantages of supply by one large firm are so commanding that a single firm is licensed by the government to serve the entire market." 1 In addition, the intensive capital requirements of the electric industry spurred this development, and today it remains the most capital intensive industry in the United States. 2 The technological developments which brought larger generating units and longer distance transmission required increasingly larger amounts of capital investment, thereby pushing small firms to consolidate so that financial resources could be more efficiently utilized. Furthermore, the expanded growth of electricity demand in large part aided the supply of capital. A reinforcing trend evolved in which the growing demand called for larger units to supply it and in which technological improvements not only made it feasible, but also dropped the unit cost of production, thereby lowering the price and encouraging even more demand. 3

To illustrate, in 1901, the largest generators in use were 3 MW,
but Samuel Insull of Chicago Edison spurred General Electric to develop a 5 MW generator, a feat accomplished in only seven months. The capacity of generators doubled (10 MW) within another eighteen months. It then rose to 32 MW in the next ten years and to 175 MW in the following decade. 4 This expansion in the size of the generating units dropped the price of electricity from 19.5 cents per kilowatt hour in 1898 to 5.28 cents in 1924. 5 At the same time, the number of firms who owned this capacity decreased. By 1914, 85 utility corporations owned 69 percent of the total installed generating capacity and of these, 35 controlled 50 percent. 6 As transmission technology improved, the physical interconnections among the utilities proliferated. The most important characteristics of the development of the electric utility industry at this time were the complex feedback relationship between technological improvements, the standardization of equipment, and the desire of the utility companies to employ their expensive capital investment as efficiently as possible. All of this led to an increase in the level of interconnection and coordination among the utilities.

While the development of extra high voltage transmission lines historically played a key role in the development of utility interconnections, the technology of computers has been a decisive factor in permitting the complex levels of coordination which exist today. In the early 1940's, utilities began to experiment with more frequent updating of the generation control setting (making finer adjustments to match more closely the level of generation to the level of demand at a given point in time). Analog control systems were developed to improve this control. 7 As computers became more sophisticated and available at "affordable" prices, it was possible for utilities to begin using this equipment to
calculate expected load curves and to make other day-to-day computations, and eventually to permit direct control of the generating equipment by computer program. It is this level of computer use—instantaneous computer control of generation and transmission which is referred to as "central dispatch."

In the 1920's, the trend to interconnection was labelled "super-power," a term suggested by William S. Murray, whose engineering research brought about the interconnection of Connecticut utilities in 1931. In 1918, the Connecticut Public Utilities Commission had already seen the potential for such an alliance. The Hartford Electric Company (Helco) executed a bilateral agreement with electric utilities in Massachusetts in 1922, thus cementing a union of the Connecticut and Massachusetts utilities, known as the Connecticut Valley Power Exchange. This was the first organized power pool in the nation and it was quickly followed by others, in particular by the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection in 1927, which will be examined more closely below. In California, where a significant portion of the electricity supply relied on hydroelectricity, the severe droughts, especially that of 1924, provided further impetus for interconnection. The basic motivations behind the trend toward interconnection long remained the same, for even in the 1950's and 1960's, coordination among electrical utilities was justified by the desire for "less likelihood of service interruptions, greater reliability, the introduction of more efficient generators, and the retirement of less efficient systems."

What are the specific advantages of power pooling? The main advantages have been summarized in *Power Engineering*. 1) Utilities can derive economies of scale through common efforts. For example, if
several utilities with a need for 150 MW each build a somewhat larger single unit instead of several 150 MW-sized units, the cost per kilowatt hour is reduced in the initial investment and the unit operating costs are also lower. 2) The reserve backup (spare generating capacity) is sufficiently large to permit larger generating units to be used with greater reliability of service. Basically, a utility operation in isolation from others cannot utilize very large single units because the disruption resulting from the failure of such units is too great to be tolerated. If, however, utilities are interconnected, they may rely on emergency service from elsewhere in the event of failure, thus minimizing disruption. Backup service thus permits the utilities to gain the economic benefits of lower production and maintenance costs associated with larger generating units while operating at an acceptable risk of failure level. 3) A large unit built for a pool is more likely to be used at maximum capacity factor immediately, thus allowing capital investment to be recovered more quickly. 4) EHV (extra high voltage) transmission lines can be used, thus eliminating many small, low-voltage lines, because capacity is proportional to the square of the voltage. 5) Individual utilities can reduce their spinning reserve requirements because they can rely on the pool for emergency service. (Spinning reserve is reserve generating capacity available immediately from units that are ready to produce electricity and in synchronization with the system of already operating generators.) Thus the amount of reserve capacity owned by the utility can be lower and that amount of owned reserve capacity that is spinning can also be lower. 6) Investments in fixed capital may be made more timely by delaying expensive units until a more optimum time. Interim needs can be met through purchases of surplus available in the pool. 7) Maintenance
schedules may be staggered, thus reducing the need for backup capacity and the use of less efficient standby units. 8) For systems with varying production costs, pooling permits sales and purchases of economy electricity. For example, utility A is better off to purchase electricity from utility B if B is able—at that given point in time—to generate the electricity from a less expensive resource. Utility A can then sell electricity back at a later time when it is able to produce more cheaply than B. Such "economy exchanges" also enable utilities to conserve their stock of expensive or hard-to-obtain fuel. 9) If peak loads vary seasonally among member systems, e.g., A peaks in June and B peaks in August, then a lower than otherwise possible total peak capacity can be developed to meet their respective loads during successive time periods. 10) Hourly "diversity exchanges"13 are possible if daily peaks vary across areas (time zones often permit this). 11) Multiple transmission connections permit alternate routes for electricity flow, which increases system reliability. 12) Multiple transmission connections lessen the impact of fluctuating loads on a single generating unit.

The primary drawbacks to power pooling are the high cost of transmission lines and the cascading effect of a transmission loss. In addition, the limits to power pooling include scale problems. If too large an area is encompassed, the task of coordination becomes too complex; the number of people involved in decision-making at all levels (administrative, planning, and operation) becomes unwieldy. Similarly, the willingness of participants to submerge their self-interest to that of the pool varies with the size of the pool, and the financial integrity of the members. Finally, any similarity between the load curves of the participants limits the usefulness of a central dispatch since fewer
economies of scale are derivable from the sharing of peaking capacity. The extent to which the utilities in California perceive load curve similarity as a risk will affect the likelihood that their resistance to power pooling will be overcome. However, the barriers to an effective pooling agreement that are of particular importance to the power pool situation in California are of an institutional character. They are the only serious drawbacks because the high cost of transmission lines is more than offset by the savings from more efficient operation and the problem of blackouts can be solved by strengthening weak interconnections.

The formulation of electric reliability councils in the United States (Map 4-1) was directly prompted by the infamous power failure in the northeast which left 30,000,000 people without electricity on November 9, 1965. This blackout ultimately resulted in a nationwide strengthening of ties among utilities and to the establishment of the National Electric Reliability Council (NERC) which serves as a central advisory body on electric reliability criteria. Previously, the only organization dealing with interconnections had been the North American Power Systems Interconnection Committee (NAPSIC), an informal and voluntary group which reorganized as an advisory group to NERC in 1978. It concerned itself with "frequency standards, time error standards and correction procedures, tie-line bias setting, deviation from tie-line schedules, actions in emergencies and reliability in general." Clearly, proper handling of these group objectives required a more coordinated effort than could be provided by an informal group.

Interconnections

Electric utilities have a history of interconnecting with each other in
order to increase system reliability and obtain the economic benefits derived from such interconnections. Although the degree of interconnectedness varies considerably in different areas of the country, generally the level of interconnection has increased over time. In fact, 97 percent of all electrical utilities in the United States are interrelated to some degree.17 The interconnections range in complexity from simple low capacity ties between neighboring services areas to more commonly occurring high capacity ties. It is the high capacity ties which are necessary for sharing reserve margins, giving emergency support service and performing the economy energy exchanges which lower production costs and conserve fuel.

A more complex arrangement is the loosely tied power pool that involves more than two utility service areas. The Interconnected Systems Group (ISG) is one example of a voluntary power pool tied together with bilateral agreements, both written and unwritten. This pool, initially established in 1928, consists of 100 electric systems over a 32-state area (Map 4-2).18 The California Power Pool Agreement (CPPA), a written agreement among the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison, and San Diego Gas and Electric Company offers another example of this level of coordination. The most complex level is that of a "fully coordinated power pool" which is defined by Rinchiffe as "a group of electric power systems, each under separate management or ownership, which are planned and operated under a formal pooling agreement designed to encourage the systems to obtain and share equitably the maximum benefits available from the pooling arrangement."19 If operated as a single system, the large savings obtained may be divided among the contributing members. In order for a fully coordinated power pool to
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Map 4-2
operate, three main requirements must be met. There must be: 1) high capacity intersystem ties; 2) a central dispatching headquarters; and 3) a functioning institutional arrangement of working committees, including an administrative committee, a planning committee, and an operating committee. The benefits to be gained are greater if there exist differences in the peak loads of the participants. If the peak loads of the member systems are coincident, then the installed capacity requirements will be about as great as if no pool existed. Furthermore, the slope of the load curves and diversity of possible forced outages will also affect the level of benefits to be obtained. The coordinated planning of capacity additions and maintenance scheduling can help reduce the amount of installed capacity.\textsuperscript{20} It is also important to note the role of the central dispatching computer, because it is the continuous dispatching from a central headquarters that allows potential economic benefits to be more completely realized in the fully coordinated power pool than in a more loosely organized power pool. The central computer permits instantaneous computations that determine which resource in the system can produce electricity most efficiently and dispatches it accordingly.\textsuperscript{21} In the more loosely coordinated power pools, these computations and the resulting schedules are drawn only hourly and dispatched by telephone. Presently, the daily operations of the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. are of the latter type.\textsuperscript{22} Eventually, the savings gained by efficient continuous dispatching outweigh the cost of investment in the central dispatching computer and attendant facilities.

\textbf{Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection}

Before dealing with the particular situation in California, it is instructive to examine the history of other power pooling efforts in the
United States for it provides a basis for comparative analysis. The range of power pools in the U.S. is shown in Map 4-3, which specifically indicates the service areas of individual pools that together with other utilities are more loosely organized in the ISG illustrated in Map 4-2. One of the oldest power pools, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey Interconnection, was formed in 1927 by the consolidation of the Public Service Electric and Gas Company (New Jersey), the Philadelphia Electric Company and Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (areas 1, 2, and 5 respectively, Map 4-4). Due to the addition of other companies over the intervening years, a revised agreement was formulated in 1956. This reorganized the pool, now the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection, or PJM, to include Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (7), Pennsylvania Electric Company (9), Metropolitan Edison Company (10), New Jersey Power and Light Company (11), and Jersey Central Power and Light Company (12). A bilateral agreement between Baltimore Gas and Electric Company and Potomac Electric Power Company (8) allowed the latter to become associated with PJM in 1960, and join as a full member in March, 1965. Presently, the Atlantic City Electric Company (3), the Delmarva Power and Light Company (4), and the Luzerne Electric Division of the United Gas Improvement Company (6) have individually contracted with various PJM members so that the effective working of the pool encompasses these firms as well. The organization of the PJM agreement is outlined in Table 4-1. The decisions of the management committee must be unanimous. The expenses of the Office of Interconnection are borne equally by member systems. Each member supplies all the generation and transmission equipment available that it controls in excess of its own requirements. Each member must provide a specific level of installed capacity calculated by a special PJM algorithm based on the
MAJOR POWER POOLS IN THE UNITED STATES

1. ECC Electric Coordinating Council of New England (1947)
3. NYPP New York State Power Pool (1966)
4. PJM Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (1927, 1956)
7. MICH-ONT Michigan Power Pool (1928, 1962) and the Hydro-Electric Power Comission
8. INDIANA Indianapolis Power and Light Company of Ontario (1966) and Public Service Company of Indiana and others (1964)
9. CCD Cincinnati Gas and Electric, Columbus and Southern Ohio, Dayton Power and Lift (1962)
10. CARVA Carolinas-Virginia Power Pool (1961)
11. Southern Southern Company (no date)
12. UMNYP Upper Mississippi Valley Power Pool
13. IOWA Iowa Power Pool (1958)
15. ILL-VO Illinois-Missouri Pool (1952)
16. MSU Middle South Utilities
17. MOKAN Missouri-Kansas Power Pool (1962, 1965)
18. SCEC South Central Electric Companies (1964)
19. N. TEX. I.S. North Texas Interconnected System
20. S. TEX. I.S. South Texas Interconnected System (1942)
21. Rocky MT. Rocky Mountain Power Pool include Colorado Power Pool (1956)
22. NEW MEX. New Mexico Power Pool (1941, 1951)
23. CALIF California Power Pool (1964)
24. MBSG Missouri Basin Systems Group

Source: "Status of Power Pools, Part 2," Power Engineering, 71 (no. 6, June 1967), p. 59, NB. The degree of coordination among these pools ranges from informal to a single operating system with central dispatch. Also, not every utility within a designated area necessarily belongs to the pool.
THE PENNSYLVANIA-NEW JERSEY-MARYLAND INTERCONNECTION

The Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection

1. Public Service Electric & Gas Company
2. Philadelphia Electric Company
3. Atlantic City Electric Company
4. Delaware Power & Light Company
5. Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
6. Luzerne Electric Division – UGI Company
7. Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
8. Potomac Electric Power Company
9. Pennsylvania Electric Company
10. Metropolitan Edison Company
11. New Jersey Power & Light Company
12. Jersey Central Power & Light Company

### Table 4-1

**Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection Organization Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Committee</th>
<th>Office of the Interconnection</th>
<th>Operating Committee (Majority Vote)</th>
<th>Maintenance Committee</th>
<th>Planning and Engineering Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One corporate officer from each member system: policy formulation.</td>
<td>Manager: a) schedule sufficient operating capacity to cover the peak load with sufficient reserve to avoid forced outages; b) personnel management; c) negotiations with other power pools and neighboring systems.</td>
<td>Representatives from each member system: establish operating and accounting procedures.</td>
<td>Representatives from each member system: coordinates the scheduling of maintenance work on all PJM generating units.</td>
<td>a) coordinates planning and engineering of major interconnection facilities; b) system studies (on a pool basis); c) coordinates with other pools planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatchers: a) instantaneous checks of operating reserves; b) schedules hourly exchanges with neighbors.</td>
<td>Engineers: a) monitor the automatic load-frequency control equipment; b) accounting for transactions; c) development and maintenance of operating and accounting computer programs.</td>
<td>Load Schedulers: a) obtain daily peak load estimates and minimum requirements; b) estimate peak for the period and operating reserves; c) schedule additional units as necessary.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

annual peak load and an average requirement determined by seasonal load. Those members having an insufficient installed capacity may in theory reap savings from lower carrying charges and operating expenses. If such savings actually materialize, they are passed on to those members who supply excess installed capacity. The savings of supplying and receiving systems are equally shared, in that they are allocated in proportion to the members' respective contributions to the overall system. The pool's distinctive feature is its central dispatching office which handles all operations and accounting for the internal flows, as well as the regulation of flows from PJM to neighboring power pools in New York, Ohio, Maryland, and Virginia.

An important feature of the PJM pool is the joint projects which are planned and executed by member systems. For example, two coal-fired mine mouth generating units (each 900 MW) have been built in western Pennsylvania, the Keystone Station, and the Conemaugh Station. The Keystone Station is owned as tenants-in-common by seven members who hold varying percentages of the total capacity. Similarly, the Conemaugh Station is owned by nine members. These jointly-owned generating units have necessitated the building of a jointly-owned 500KV transmission line for carrying the electricity to the load center.

The PJM pool serves as an important model and precedent in demonstrating the benefits of a fully coordinated power pool for supplying electricity as efficiently and reliably as possible. Its longevity and accommodation of both membership growth and increased generating capacity suggests that this type of institutional arrangement could provide similar viable, flexible, and beneficial results for electrical utilities and their customers in other regions of the United States.
In Chapter One, the present day trends in energy use and electricity in the state were discussed and the spatial distribution of power plants and transmission lines was presented. Now we will focus on the service areas of the utilities in the state (Map 2-1) and on the system interdependence which has been established among the utilities. System interdependence is exhibited in both the physical and institutional arrangements among the utilities. The physical relationships are schematically presented (Figure 4-1). The primary institutional relationship to be examined here is the California Power Pool Agreement (CPPA).

The majority of the pools in the U.S. were formed during the 1950's and 1960's, in parallel with the general boom growth period experienced by the electric utility industry during that same time period. In California, discussion of such a power pool began in the mid-1950's. It required several years of negotiations and draftings to formulate the initial agreement. On December 14, 1961, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E), and the California Electric Power Company (CEPC) signed this initial agreement. Later, CEPC merged with SCE and the power pool agreement was amended and became effective on July 20, 1964. The agreement specifies the contractual terms under which the pool operates among the "area systems" of the member utilities. The "area system" of a "party" (member utility) consists of:

"its system together with (a) each other system of a third party with which it normally operates in parallel by means of facilities and under agreements which result in effectively integrating their loads and resources from an operating standpoint, and (b) generating plants in California, not included above, substantially all the output of which is sold to the party and integrated into the party's system." 26
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Fig. 4-1
Part (a) of this definition provides for the contracts that PG&E and the other members have with third parties who are, on a day-to-day basis, integrated into the operation of the specified utility. In particular, it is through this arrangement that LADWP becomes a de facto member of the pool agreement. Any such third party thus receives indirectly the benefits of the pool obtained by the member utility with which they have contracts. Often, this is a major advantage for the third party. For example, in the SMUD/PG&E agreement, PG&E provides back-up service which is especially advantageous for SMUD during the summer when its own electrical supply is limited and peak demand is high in the Central Valley.27

To be specific, the area system of PG&E consists of: the PG&E system, the system of the Central Valley Project (excluding Project pumping), the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, the City and County of San Francisco, the generating plants of the East Bay Municipal District, the Merced Irrigation District, the Oroville-Wyandotte Irrigation District, the Tri-Dam project of the Oakdale and South Joaquin (sic) Irrigation Districts, the Placer County Water Agency, and the Yuba County Water Agency.28 The area systems of SCE and SDG&E are simple by comparison, for the area system of SCE consists of its own system plus that of the Metropolitan Water District while that of SDG&E is synonymous with its own system.

Several aspects of the California Power Pool Agreement deserve mention. First, the types of services which it stipulates are summarized briefly in Table 4-2, although certain exceptions to these terms have been specified in the agreement. The most frequently used services are "economy capacity," "economy energy," and "short-term firm service." Second, the organization of the pool differs markedly from that of PJM
Table 4-2
Service Provisions of the California Power Pool Agreement

1) **Short Term Firm Service**

   - **Provisions**

     By mutual agreement, furnish energy for period of up to 45 days, subject to renewal. Supplier excludes such capacity from Capacity Resources and receiver includes such capacity.

2) **Emergency Service**

   If stressed party is using all of its spinning reserves, may receive as much spinning reserve as stressed party is required to maintain from the others, for period of up to 2 hours. Energy must be returned but there is no charge if received for less than 2 hours and entitlement not exceeded after first half hour. May receive energy for up to 60 days if emergency continues and stressed party uses due diligence.

3) **Economy Capacity Service**

   By mutual agreement, furnish energy on condition it may be discontinued with no more than 24 hours notice but with sufficient notice to allow receiver to provide alternative service. Supplier excludes such capacity from Capacity Resources and receiver includes such capacity.

4) **Economy Energy Service**

   By mutual agreement, furnish energy on condition it may be discontinued without notice.

5) **Capacity Resources Standby Service**

   In the event of capacity resource deficiency, if stressed parties resources are fully used, may receive energy for up to 7 days to supply firm load. May be renewed.

6) **Energy Exchange Service**

   SCE may serve as intermediate system between the supplier and receiver.

**Notes:**


b) Spinning reserve requirement equals at least 7 percent of daily peak demand.

c) Capacity resources deficiency occurs if available capacity resources are less than 110 percent of peak load (capacity resource requirement).
(Table 4-3). Only one standing committee (an Engineering and Operating Committee) is established by the agreement, compared with the four committees of PJM. PG&E views this combination of planning and operating functions as important for the smooth operation of the pool because it means that the communication between representatives of member utilities is better than in pools where those functions are handled separately. The planning members prepare their load and resource reports based on information received directly from the operations office and together they formulate their recommendations to the Board of Control. It is surprising that there are fewer committees provided for by the CPPA because by definition it is a much more informal institutional arrangement and does not need to manage central dispatch functions. Although PG&E suggests that the communications gap has been narrowed by such a combined committee, it is questionable that communications of a committee which meets so infrequently are as effective as they imply. Their communications clearly are sufficiently effective for the system to actually operate, but they may not be as efficient as PG&E suggests. Finally, the scheduling of maintenance for transmission lines requires 72 hours notice when any major equipment outage is to be involved and the schedule of maintenance for generation equipment, which is fairly predictable, is updated once a month.

Selection of PG&E

Within the state of California, several different types of public and private organizations provide electricity. Specifically, the public organizations include special agencies, such as the Department of Water Resources and various irrigation districts (Imperial, Modesto, and Turlock Irrigation Districts being the three largest); municipal utilities, both
Table 4-3
California Power Pool Organization Chart\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board of Control</th>
<th>Engineering and Operating Committee</th>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meets on call of chair, approximately every 1\frac{1}{2} months.</td>
<td>Responsible to board; meets approximately 1\frac{1}{2} to 2 month intervals.</td>
<td>H.R. Perry, &quot;California Power Pool Description,&quot; unpublished document, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, California, November 1979, pp. 4-5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review, coordinate and approve member's programs for provision of resources.</td>
<td>Monitor activities; make recommendations to Board of Control.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functions as working Committee of Board.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Membership: Chief planners and operating managers heading power supply activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planners: technical studies of capability of transmission ties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operators: report on actual daily operation experience to improve planning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No formal independent planning commission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

large scale (Sacramento Municipal Utility district and LADWP) and small scale (Alameda, Anaheim, Riverside, and others); as well as cooperative organizations, (Mountain Empire Electric Cooperative, Valley Electric Power Association Cooperative, Inc.) (Table 4-4). Measured in terms of number of customers served and the kilowatts of electricity consumed, the major utilities are PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, LADWP, and SMUD. Many of the municipalities act solely as distributors of electricity which is bought wholesale from a large utility, that is, they own no generating capacity. Others produce electricity which is in excess of their own requirements and sell this surplus to a utility (for example, Bay Point Light and Power or the Union Lumber Company).

In order to study the implications of interconnection for siting, it is necessary to examine those organizations who not only own and operate both generating and distribution facilities, but also are of sufficient size to have a noticeable effect on the spatial distribution of electrical facilities. Only the major utilities meet this requirement. Of the major utilities, PG&E is the largest in service area covered, the number of customers served, and generating capacity (Table 4-5). Furthermore, PG&E integrates more numerous and diverse smaller organizations within its own system than any other California utility. Thus, within its own service area there already exists a complex interconnected system (Figure 4-1).

The selection of PG&E for the closer study of power pooling is also justified because of its prominence nationwide. PG&E is the largest electrical utility in the United States. 30a Another reason of no small consequence is the convenience of studying a nearby utility.
Table 4-4
California Electrical Utility Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California - Pacific Utilities Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Gas and Electric Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Power and Light Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego Gas and Electric Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern California Water Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Brown Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Point Light &amp; Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alameda
Anaheim
Azusa
Banning
Biggs
Burbank
Colton
Glendale
Gridley
Healdsburg
Hetch Hetchy (San Francisco)
Lodi
Lompoc
Los Angeles
Palo Alto
Pasadena
Redding
Riverside
Roseville
Sacramento
Santa Clara
Ukiah
Vernon
East Bay Municipal Utility District
Escondido Water Agency

Imperial
Merced
Modesto
Oroville-Hyندottle
Turlock
Oakdale and San Joaquin

Ana Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric Cooperatives
Surprise Valley Electrification Corporation
Mountain Empire Cooperative
Valley Electric

National Park Service (Yosemite)
Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior
Shasta Dam Area Public Utility District

Truckee-Donner Public Utility District
California Department of Water Resources
Placer County Water Agency
Yuba County Water Agency

Notes:

Table 4-5
Descriptive Statistics of Major California Electric Utilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Electricity Customers</th>
<th>Total Generating Capacity&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>1976 Sales of of Electricity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PG&amp;E&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>residential 2,670,797</td>
<td>10,680,900 kw</td>
<td>61,134,245,970 kwhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial 310,554</td>
<td>14,424,300 kw&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agricultural 90,841</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial 792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others 14,316</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 3,087,300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>residential 2,497,076</td>
<td>14,065,768 kw</td>
<td>53,685,378,000 kwhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial 227,143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agricultural 25,465</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial 31,405</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others 33,314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 2,814,403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG&amp;E&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>residential 579,968</td>
<td>2,104,000 kw</td>
<td>8,440,097,766 kwhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial 57,477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>power 7,212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others 760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 645,417</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADWP&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>residential 972,087</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17,128,170,123 kwhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial 127,272</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial 18,723</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others 5,498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 1,123,580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMUD&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>residential 251,738</td>
<td>1,566,000 kw</td>
<td>6,342,115,000 kwhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial &amp; 23,006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial (sm.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commercial &amp; 4,320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial (lr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others 3,557</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 282,621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes to Table 4-5:


b) Member of California Power Pool.

c) Municipally owned system.

d) Generation capacity as of January 1, 1977.

e) Total system capability.
My research was facilitated by using established personal contacts between the staff scientists at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the staff at PG&E. PG&E's familiarity with the University of California also eased the difficult task of obtaining information. Unfortunately, as is often the case in doctoral research, time and monetary constraints precluded consideration of a wider range of data sources, such as the information which could have been gathered by personally interviewing staff members of other utilities. The interviews are discussed more fully in Appendix I.

Day-to-Day Operation of PG&E

The ways in which the utilities communicate with each about their daily and longer-term planning and operation represents one measure of the degree of their interrelatedness. We have already briefly mentioned how the hourly communication of some power pools directs their flow of electricity and how the second-by-second control and communication of a centrally dispatched pool performs the same function.

In the PG&E system, the office of the manager of power control serves as the operations office responsible for the production and transmission of the electricity necessary to meet demand in the system. The office's primary goal is to meet demand while maintaining an appropriate level of frequency (60 hertz), and then to produce the next increment of power at the lowest possible cost. On a daily basis, the company meteorologist files a weather report at about 5:00 p.m. outlining the expected weather for the following day. This provides part of the input data used in a computer programmed model for calculating the expected load throughout the next 24-hour day. The model is based on 20 years of historical load and weather information for the system. These
calculations are performed for four critical points in the PG&E system. Given these expected loads, the generation equipment necessary to meet such a load is prepared. This would include the baseload generation equipment already producing power plus any additional peaking capacity needed on a stand-by basis. Then throughout the day, hourly communications take place by telephone between dispatchers at PG&E and other dispatchers in the pool and at LADWP. The dispatchers compare the marginal costs of production so that the electricity used in the following hour is the most cost-effective. This process has been described as "central dispatch by communication."³³

The manager of power control at PG&E can contact his counterpart at the other utilities by flicking a switch on his telephone. Any information which he communicates this way is usually confirmed in writing. Finally, PG&E also makes hourly reports to the Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC), headquartered in Salt Lake City. These reports cover PG&E's load and how they are meeting it. If an emergency arises, power is obtained from other pool members or through other contractual arrangements, such as those with the Bonneville Power Administration. To illustrate, when on November 25, 1979 at approximately 3:56 a.m., the Rancho Seco Nuclear power plant developed a leak in a valve and shut down, PG&E was able to arrange for the purchase of 520 MW from SCE to replace the lost generation.³⁴ Such arrangements begin with a simple telephone call, the most fundamental action necessary for obtaining the electricity. This is followed by calls to the legal department to formalize the spoken agreement--usually in a two- to three-page letter of agreement. The PG&E legal department checks with the PUC and also the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) when the trans-
action fails under federal jurisdiction as it does when interstate transfers (such as those from the Bonneville Power Administration) take place. Finally, the office of power control contacts the economic and statistics division to report on the transaction.

Central Dispatch in California

Since the day-to-day operations of PG&E and the other California utilities rest on hourly dispatching communications, the next possible step in the interconnection of the utilities in California would be to reconstitute the CPP and LADWP into a more closely-knit structure with a central dispatching office. It is necessary to evaluate the prospects for this occurring and to examine what the actors involved think because such a change in their operations ultimately will have some impact on the siting decision-making process for future electrical generation and transmission facilities. First we will examine the position of PG&E and then that of the SEC.

The official position of PG&E regarding the possibility of investing in a centrally dispatched electric system is that such an investment is not warranted at the present time. The reasoning of PG&E's management is based on their perception of the costs and benefits. To them, the benefits include being able to reduce the cost of providing electricity to their customers and being able to increase system reliability. They regard the most substantial costs as those resulting from substantial investment in personnel and equipment, and from loss of decision-making autonomy in important investment and siting decisions. Furthermore, PG&E places great emphasis on their responsibility to make a "fair return" on their stockholders' investment. And, because they perceive the investment in a central dispatch system to be of questionable profit
for themselves, they suspect such an investment at this time could jeopardize their financial solvency and possibly their ability to raise capital.

According to the manager of power control, the situation in California is more similar to that in the New England Power Exchange (NEPEX) than, for instance, PJM. He runs his office with 42 people, which includes production, technical and clerical staff, whereas the central dispatch office of NEPEX has 65 people. When comparing these figures it should be realized that the service area of PG&E is slightly larger than all of the NEPEX service area and that the PG&E load is slightly larger than the NEPEX load. The staff of the NEPEX central office represents an addition to overall pool staffing requirements because each of the NEPEX member utilities has to maintain their own production staff. Thus, it is argued, a central dispatch office would not obviate the need for any of the staff presently employed by PG&E in its office of power control. That is, the cost of new personnel would not be offset by reductions in present staffing. The manager of power control estimates that the establishment of the central dispatch office with its computer equipment would cost between 15 and 20 million dollars. Given the present efficiency of the PG&E system, he does not think it is a justifiable expense.

In addition, the vice president of transmission planning stated that the service area which would be included in such an integrated power pool was so large that, in order to sensibly allocate generation to meet demand, it would have to be divided up into smaller sub-areas to facilitate more manageable calculations. Hence, the present pattern of areas approximates the optimum that a larger pool could offer because
the PG&E service area itself acts as a large, integrated pool. The same vice president declared the following in a document on the CPPA:

"The California Power Pool Companies have not seen fit (sic) in establishing a centralized dispatch. The Board has examined this situation from time to time, as they observed centralization and regional control being adopted in other regions of the country. To date, it has concluded that the situation in California does not, at least at this time, warrant a more centralized operation. Its conclusions are that the sought after benefits of centralization are achieved now under the existing California Power Pool Agreement with independent control areas and control centers. In some regions of the country the utilities involved in a pooling arrangement believed it was in their best interest to relinquish some of their prerogatives and assign them to another level of hierarchy. However, in view of the fact that within the PG&E control area there are a number of irrigation districts, a state project, a federal project, and municipal and district projects which are integrated into the operation, it should be apparent that the PG&E power control group performs not only the function of centralized control for a large electric utility, but it also performs many of the functions that typically get assigned to a pool dispatching office. By way of comparison, the PG&E control area geographically and in terms of load is approximately equal to that of New England. Much the same could be said of the Southern California Edison Company system and its dispatch organization. Since the arrangement can be managed efficiently and since the record of reliability continues to be good, they question the motivation of adding operation hierarchy and duplication of both personnel and technical facilities where they see that additional burdens would be placed on the utilities without the gains to be achieved being evident."38

His statement about other utilities being willing "to relinquish some of their prerogatives" indicates that PG&E does not wish to lose control over its daily operation and investment decisions. In a fully integrated pool, the needs of the entire pool are the first consideration and individual utilities must work for the common good—a goal which may not always coincide with their self interests. Given California's important regional differences in the distribution of water resources and other phenomena, it seems likely that there would be many conflicts
between the utilities due to differing self interests. Furthermore, PG&E regards it as unfair to lose control over its resources if this means depriving the shareholders of "just" returns. For example, if demand and supply are considered on a statewide basis and it is most efficient to meet demand in southern California with PG&E-owned hydroelectric capacity, then PG&E would view that transaction as detrimental to their stockholders because the benefits of employing a relatively cheap source of electricity are going elsewhere. After all, the argument goes, the PG&E stockholders were willing to put up the money and thus should reap the benefits. Put otherwise, the members of the pool differ in their respective financial strength and PG&E is financially more profitable and stable than SDG&E and consequently views central dispatch as a dilution of their financial integrity. Or more bluntly stated, "Why should we subsidize SDG&E's bad management?" This attitude illustrates the important difference between public and private ownership; for such an argument clearly would not be put forth by LADWP. The staff interviewed at PG&E emphasized that it is a fundamental concern of PG&E to insure a solid rate of return on their stockholders' investment. The stress this point received is not unexpected, given the company's opportunity to make a public statement as they did in the course of the interviews. It is obviously company policy to show that the stockholders' investment is of the utmost importance and it is in their own best interests to do so. In my estimation, this concern of PG&E's serves as a major obstacle against the adoption of a central dispatching office, although it is unclear from the interviews how directly this attitude will affect the course of negotiations among the utilities as they continue to explore such a possibility.
PG&E has several joint projects with SCE, SDG&E, and LADWP to pursue the possibility of increased integration. First, there is a California Increased Integration Group which has been in operation for about a year and a half and consists of planners from the respective utilities who are exploring answers to the following questions. Are there additional benefits to be gained from the present interconnections? What are the prospects for further integration? If so, what are the costs and benefits thereof? The formation of this group was prompted by the dissatisfaction the participating utilities had with a study concerning increased integration carried out by Systems Control, Inc. with SEC funds. PG&E felt the study was "atrocious" and joined with the other utilities in "self defense." Secondly, through a contract let by SCE to the EMA Corporation in Georgia, PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, and LADWP are funding research for a study comparable in scope to the SEC's. They expect it to demonstrate a more "reasonable" representation of the situation. This study was not yet available for public perusal at the time this dissertation was written.

LADWP represents a special case partly because it is not a member of the CPP although it is one of the state's major utilities and partly because it is a public utility. It would simply be impossible for the CPP to operate without the integration of LADWP due to its geographical location within the heavily and continuously populated service area of SCE (Map 2-1). LADWP is thus functionally integrated into the CPP and participates in the hourly communication exchanges among SCE, PG&E, and SDG&E. In addition, LADWP participates in the coordinated maintenance schedules and the coordination of relay settings. In terms of formal institutional arrangements, LADWP has a bilateral agreement with SCE,
PG&E is connected with LADWP only through the transmission lines of SCE, but nevertheless engages in exchanges of electricity with LADWP via these connections. For example, PG&E obtained 600 MW of electricity from LADWP during the summer of 1979 in order to meet peak demand. This working situation suggests that LADWP will become an official member of CPP through a reorganization of the CPPA. Reorganization could occur without necessarily involving any commitment to a central dispatching office, but there is evidence to suggest that LADWP would like to negotiate for such an arrangement.

Although the preceding discussion demonstrates the existence of coordination efforts between the CPP and LADWP, Cresap, McCormick, and Paget, Inc., in their Decennial Survey of LADWP state that the cooperative effort is not significant. They furthermore state that the Department has not "sufficiently taken into consideration the plans of the other major California utilities in its own resource planning efforts." This implies that joint investment and planning efforts are called for. The Decennial Survey documents support the already presented argument that the employment of a centralized computer system is the only way to insure that the lowest cost combination of resources is used to generate electricity. A computerized system, with its capability to rapidly handle large amounts of data, would be able to more accurately estimate actual incremental costs than is presently possible with hourly communications. By assuring that continuous adjustments were made to use the cheapest power available in the system, a centralized computer arrangement would permit the maximum efficiency to be approached.

The principal factors used by LADWP in assigning use priority to units include: fuel cost based on replacement, heat rate (incremental
efficiency of the unit), maintenance cost, transmission losses, minimum loading requirements and cycling capabilities. Presently, there are LADWP units, like the Castaic pumped storage facility, that are not being utilized to their fullest potential. It seems clear from the expected supply deficiencies that LADWP will face in the 1980's that it would be to their advantage to strengthen connections with the other major California utilities. A difficulty that LADWP will have to overcome in its negotiations is the perception held by PG&E and perhaps others that LADWP is difficult to work with because of the awkward situation created by its organizational structure. Because decisions of the planning department and the operations office must be approved by the Board of Governors of the Department, there are inevitable delays in working with LADWP engineers. According to PG&E management, "you never get a decision until a week from Thursday," when the meetings of the Board of Governors occur. It is likely that any integration agreement among other utilities will have to consider the organizational differences between LADWP and the private utilities and provide for an overruling authority which enables all of the utilities to work together in a timely fashion.

What are the views of the SEC regarding the prospects for central dispatch? In a recent report on the commercial status of electrical generation and nongeneration technologies, the SEC commented on the cost and benefits of increased power pooling in California as identified in a study contracted out to System Control, Inc. Unfortunately, neither the draft nor final version of this study could be obtained for more thorough analysis. The preliminary findings, however, indicate that more integrated power pooling would improve generation reliability and
result in a reduced need for new power plants. The study specifically considered: 1) the more frequent economy transactions possible under the central dispatch of generating units; 2) joint planning for generation and transmission facilities; and 3) joint maintenance scheduling. According to the study, net cost savings would accrue over the cost of additional transmission and energy control facilities (even with the cost of transmission losses taken into account). Using the utility resource plans as the basis for calculations, Systems Control estimated "that central dispatch of California's major utilities by 1990, which would require an additional investment of about $600 million for transmission and control center facilities, would yield about $300 million annual savings in production costs." In addition, the SEC has sponsored its own in-house project on pooling which further substantiates this view. On the basis of this evidence, the SEC apparently favors the implementation of more strongly coordinated power pools in California. In fact, they point to PJM and NEPEX as evidence for the feasibility of instituting such a pool in the state.

Several difficulties in establishing a central dispatch power pool need to be overcome. The perception of LADWP as a municipal utility with a different organizational structure from that of the private utilities has already been mentioned. The position of PG&E clearly demonstrates their resistance to the idea of central dispatch and the other members of CPP likewise do not see the need to take steps. Pooling legislation which was introduced in the past two sessions of the California legislature was defeated with the utilities arguing that the CPPA was sufficient and that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) had preemptive authority regarding the regulation of power pooling in
individual states. Utility resistance is thus a major obstacle to the planning of increased integration. Even if such resistance is ever surmounted, implementation will be delayed considerably by the time required both to complete negotiation of agreements and to receive the approval of the pertinent regulatory agencies, such as FERC. The few integration cost studies that have been carried out to date are meager and hardly constitute a solid base for drawing up a contract. More detailed and thorough analysis is required before the utilities would be able to formulate an agreement which would accommodate the particular needs and concerns of the respective members.

Conclusions

The foregoing discussion suggests that there exist some forces which will deter and some which will encourage the adoption of central dispatch in California. Those elements in the decision-making environment which weigh in favor of the institution of central dispatch are, in my view, extremely likely to overcome the obstacles, although it is clear that the process of establishing the physical structures and institutional agreements will be complex. The benefits to be derived from this type of energy facility have already been enumerated, namely, increased system reliability and economic efficiency. Other, less immediately obvious factors, however, should increase the appeal of central dispatch: the severely constrained power plant siting situation in the state; the financial difficulties confronting the electrical utility industry in general; the reduction of uncertainty to be obtained from assuring a continued supply of electricity; the more likely avoidance of licensing delays; and the possibility of using integrated power pooling as a response to state and federal regulatory policies.
In Chapter One it was indicated that the spatial distribution of power plants in California was not likely to be reinforced by future siting choices. Given the fairly small number of areas where power plant siting is feasible in terms of environmental acceptability, and given the fact that the total number of options available to the utilities as a group is therefore limited, it is likely that in the future the utilities will tend to prefer joint projects. Furthermore, this development is likely to be reinforced because the type of fuels that are available are constrained (e.g., federal law now prohibits new major oil-fired power plants) and thereby likely to force plant site planning to focus on the specific fuel type under consideration. That is, the tendency toward joint projects also will be affected by the type of plant under consideration. The use of geothermal resources, which are inherently site-specific, does not encourage joint ownership, whereas the use of coal or synthetic fuel does. In short, the relative scarcity of possible power plant locations forces a more careful use of available sites.

Financial difficulties of the utilities are partly due to general economic conditions, primarily the rate of inflation, and partly due to the specific problems that the individual utilities have in managing their fiscal resources. Within the state there is variation among the utilities in this respect. SDG&E has more serious financial difficulties than the other investor-owned utilities and in accord with the requirements of the California Public Utilities Commission, operates under a different rate structure. Because the ability of the utilities to raise capital for energy facilities has been hampered by the present situation in the economy, it has become more desirable to share the
investment risks of the large-scale long-term projects required by the present technology of power plants. Since the economies of scale of the larger generating units are significant, it has become more profitable for several utilities to participate in joint projects for a specified share of a resource than to risk their capital in less efficient smaller-scale units that actually more closely approximate their capacity output needs. For some technologies, the capital investment is so great that it would not be possible for any one utility to afford the capital costs. In fact, the New England Power Pool originated as a means of drawing together sufficient capital to invest in nuclear power plants.\(^6^1\) To the extent that present economic conditions will continue or worsen, then the profitability of engaging in joint projects will increase.

In California joint projects have already been undertaken as excellently illustrated by the Harry Allen coal-fired power plant proposed in Nevada. PG&amp;E and SCE each will initially own 46 percent of the plant, with the remaining 8 percent being owned by Nevada Power and Light. Nevada Power gradually will resume a greater proportion of the ownership.\(^6^2\) Other examples include the partnership of SCE and SDG&amp;E in the San Onofre nuclear power plant and the joint ownership of the White Pine County Nevada Coal project by LADWP, other municipalities (Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena), and the state of Nevada. Moreover, the SEC has funded studies which demonstrate that the cost of building new transmission lines to permit the importation of electricity from out-of-state compares favorably with the cost of building new generating capacity in state.
We can further substantiate the trend toward increasing integration by enumerating the proposed joint transmission projects in the state. Three proposed major interstate transmission line projects are particularly worthy of mention. 1) SCE, LADWP, and various southern California utilities may upgrade an existing intertie to Oregon from the present capacity of 800 kilovolt DC to 1,000 kilovolts. This would represent an increase of 500 megawatts in capacity. 2) PG&E is considering a third 500 kilovolt AC line to connect with generating resources on the Washington-Oregon border and with a 500 kilovolt line belonging to the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). 3) SDG&E has plans for an Eastern Interconnection Project which will connect them with the geothermal resources of the Imperial Valley and with the Arizona Public Services System via Palo Verde, Arizona.

The salient point here is that there is a documentable trend towards joint ownership of electrical generating units because of the capital investment that is necessary to actually realize such ventures. This, in turn, has created a situation which fosters more centralized generation planning and a common fuel supply program.63 The next logical step in the development of inter-utility relationships in the state is the adoption of a central dispatch system to allocate the electricity which by ownership is already being handled in an integrated fashion. As more planned generating capacity results from coordinated efforts among the utilities, the need for central dispatch will become more imperative. The last-named factor perhaps more than anything else supports the conclusion that central dispatch is likely to appear in California in the future.
The impact of regulatory lags on licensing procedures often causes severe delays in the construction and operation of facilities. This in turn hampers utility efforts to assure a constant supply of electricity. In the short run, supply is severely limited because the lead time in construction and operation of the plants may be ten to twelve years. Even after a proposed project has been underway delays are inevitable so that it is not easy to predict exactly when the plant will actually come on line. Thus, in order to assure a steady supply of electricity in the short run, available capacity must be utilized as efficiently as possible. In addition, arrangements to acquire firm contracts from outside suppliers must be made if the generating capacity owned by a given utility appears to be insufficient to meet demand forecasted over the next one to two years. As the supply becomes tighter, the greater efficiencies of operation that are possible with a central dispatch will become more important in aiding the utilities to meet their demand. Of particular interest are the steps to be taken by LADWP on the basis of the short periods of deficiency in supply they project for the 1980's. LADWP intends to improve their resource plan (a comprehensive statement of supply sources, fuel types and planned additions to capacity) by developing new projects, designing load management plans and encouraging conservation, and exploring increased integration with other utilities.

Finally, the response of the utilities to the regulatory policies of the State Energy Commission further supports my conclusion that central dispatch will be adopted eventually. The utilities must convince the SEC of the validity of their demand forecasts before that agency will certify any power plant as being needed to meet
projected demand (cf. Chapter Three). Clearly, it is easier to demonstrate need to the Commission if a joint project is proposed because then it can justifiably be said to satisfy a range of electrical demands within the state. In addition, joint projects offer the participants the opportunity to buy in at a level that meets the specific requirements of their service areas. Again, it is to be emphasized that there is likely to be a transition in the state from a period in which conventional projects are undertaken to one in which proposed additions to capacity will be based upon the institution of central dispatch. All of the utilities stand to benefit from closer planning coordination since an integrated approach to meeting the electrical needs of the state has a greater chance of success when presented to the SEC.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

Having concluded that there is some likelihood of central dispatch developing in California, it remains to speculate on the effects of this type of utility coordination on the siting process for power plants in California. Moreover, the questions raised about the role of public facility location theory and comments on the role of the public versus private ownership debate need to be addressed. Lastly, I wish to make suggestions for further research and to comment on the process involved in completing the research for this dissertation.

Public Facility Location Theory

In the introduction, two specific questions about public facility location theory were posed. What can public facility location theory contribute to the study of the provision of electricity? What does the siting process suggest in the way of possible directions for the further development of public facility location theory? It was argued that normative theory could not play a central role in designing an approach to the problems under consideration. In addition, it was concluded that public facility location theory did not provide a useful basis for examining the problem of electrical energy facility siting since it lacks an emphasis on system interdependence and it neglects the role of other institutions in the siting process. The information presented in Chapter Four regarding the complexity of utility interrelationships further substantiates that conclusion.

In its present state, public facility location theory has additional characteristics which make it inapplicable to the electric utility
problem. For one thing, the theory has been formulated at the urban scale and thus is not easily modified to deal with facility siting problems at the regional scale. Moreover, it emphasizes accessibility to the place where the service is offered while electricity is delivered to the customer. Time and distance to the service outlet are employed as surrogate measures for use while neither of these measures reflects the demand for electricity. No fee for service is assumed while electricity is directly billed. Finally, the equity and efficiency considerations prevailing for public service provision and electricity delivery are different. These differences, although important, are not the sole ground for not employing public facility location theory. The manner in which location allocation and equity and efficiency questions are handled clearly indicates that public facility location theory is confined to the consideration of siting factors. Specifically, the selection of an optimal site which minimizes costs or maximizes a measure of social welfare is arrived at by considering the spatial pattern of supply and demand. But in fact, a theory based on site accessibility criteria actually provides a siting methodology or algorithm rather than providing a model to describe or analyze the process which takes place during the siting of a power plant. Again, we face the difference between a normative approach, which is characteristic of public facility location theory and a positive approach which describes the "real world." Moreover, to merely determine if a pattern of facility locations meets equity and/or efficiency criteria ignores the evolutionary process underlying the pattern under consideration. In other words, public facility location theory could be improved if it attempted to model the underlying processes which bring about spatial patterns rather than primarily
focusing on the pattern of a given moment. This is not to completely
denigrate the efforts of those who analyze patterns to determine equity
and efficiency implications, because their work is of some value. If one
wishes to formulate a policy to ameliorate any perceived inequities in
the distribution of service, it is necessary to have measures to deter­
mine both how the spatial pattern contributes to the inequities and if
any improvements have indeed taken place. If the siting process is
understood, then presumably future sites can be more easily selected
according to the goals developed in the policy formulation.

It also is to be noted that the equity and efficiency considera­
tions associated with electrical energy facilities include, among other
things, the social costs of environmental pollution, the social problems
associated with boomtown energy developments, and the impact of elec­
tricity costs on different social groups. The inherent characteristics
of these social welfare questions call for a very different approach than
that presently used in public facility location theory.

The work of Julian Wolpert and his colleagues on the implementation
of controversial facilities and the equity and efficiency considera­
tions thereof deserves mention in this context.¹ His approach is a step in the
right direction, but it falls short because it deals with unique contro­
versial facilities (like the construction of a bridge over the Missis­sippi River) at the urban scale. His work dealing with systems of
noxious or controversial facilities (e.g., satellite mental health facil­i­
ties) involves welfare considerations of a very different nature whose
impacts are localized and not regional.
To summarize, a theory dealing with the siting of electrical energy facilities ought first to be formulated at the regional scale. Secondly, a feedback approach should be employed so as to capture the systemic nature of utility interdependence. In particular, the locational interdependence among utilities that arises from the already established infrastructure should be explicitly considered. Thirdly, measures need to be developed to deal with the special welfare considerations associated with utilities and the tradeoffs they entail. Fourthly, the role played by related institutions in the locational decision-making process must be recognized. Finally, rather than assume that it is reasonable to ignore differences in ownership by classifying all electrical utilities as public, some distinction must be made between private and public electrical utilities. Such a distinction would allow for a more sophisticated theoretical formulation because characteristic differences in decision-making behavior could be incorporated.

Public Versus Private Ownership of Electrical Utilities

In Chapter Two, the classification of investor-owned electrical utilities as private was deemed misleading to the extent that they provide a public service and hence could be classified as public facilities. Designation of the utilities as public permitted an evaluation of the applicability of public facility location theory to the siting of electrical energy facilities. It did, however, obscure identification of the ways in which the differences between public and private electrical utilities affect the siting process. In this connection, it is important to distinguish between the siting process for power plants per se and the siting process for facilities associated with a central dispatch system.
In the siting process for power plants, any joint ownership of a project necessitates the coordination of the participating utilities both in preparing the documents to be filed with the SEC and in carrying out the preparatory research on which site selection is itself based. The ways in which the difference between public and private electrical utilities affects the siting of facilities can be described in time-geographic terms which simultaneously consider the spatial and temporal aspects of locational interdependence. By definition the activity bundles which must take place to complete the project or siting a jointly-owned facility will necessarily require linkages between various members of the utilities whose organizational roles make them the responsible actors. The salient point here is that the coupling constraints and the authority constraints hindering the formation of bundles will be different in privately and publicly owned electrical utilities. Some of these constraints have already been alluded to in Chapter Five where we noted the time delays involved in LADWP's decision-making due to its being constrained by the schedule of the Board of Commissioners. The division of authority associated with the internal organization of private and public utilities would necessarily shape the ways in which they handle their coordination activities. The internal organization structure of PG&E has been described by Roberts as one strongly controlled by top management. The top management participates in promotion decisions, siting decisions and other corporate matters fairly far down in the company structure. As a case in point, on one occasion higher executives disregarded the advice of those lower in the hierarchy regarding the site selection for a nuclear power plant on the coast north of San Francisco. This authority was exercised even though the first such
siting attempt on the coast had failed. The strong control of PG&E contrasts with the relatively weak organizational structure of LADWP. Roberts cites the diversity of professional decisions reached by the same LADWP staff as evidence of a less well defined organizational strategy. Clearly this suggests that there would be conflicts in arranging coordinating activities between these utilities, for the projects and thereby the daily paths of the decision-makers are constrained in very different ways. Finally, it must be reiterated that the willingness of the utilities to give up their respective autonomy in order to participate in a centrally dispatched system is affected by their respective internal organizational structures.

Although the formal requirements of the Notice of Intention and Application for Certification processes are the same for both private and public electrical utilities, the attitude and experience of the utilities regarding this process does in fact vary with ownership type. First, the private utilities, if PG&E is at all representative, have more of an adversary relationship with the SEC. They view the SEC as another regulatory obstacle interfering with their freedom to choose both how to supply electricity and how to promote the use of electricity. The attitude of PG&E is shaped in part by their previous experiences with another regulatory agency, namely, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

PG&E and other private sector utilities have been under the regulatory jurisdiction of the CPUC since the Public Utilities Act of 1911 enlarged the responsibilities of the State Railroad Commission to include the establishment of rate structures for electric utilities (effective March 23, 1912). Over the intervening decades the regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission expanded to include issuing "certifi-
cates of need" which approved the siting of new generating facilities. Given this long history of regulation, it is not surprising that roles have been established within the organizational structure of PG&E to deal with the CPUC, (e.g., vice president of governmental relations [Figure 5-1]). Past experience has undoubtedly shaped the manner in which PG&E had handled the SEC since its inception as the primary siting regulatory agency. However, PG&E's familiarity and established ties have certainly eased their relationship with the CPUC. The amount of work required respectively in siting matters by the CPUC and SEC also heightens the contrast between them. Under the CPUC, PG&E did not seriously have to consider alternative sites in their power plant planning, even with the passage of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA). Hence, some of the antagonism directed against the SEC stems from more stringent rules and the definite increase in costly preparation research required by the consideration of alternative sites. In addition, the SEC has political overtones of liberalism due to the governorship of Edmund G. Brown, Jr., the "unorthodox" nature of his appointments to the Commission (for example, the appointment of Richard A. Schweigert (Rusty), a former U.S. astronaut) and the youthfulness of many of the SEC's employees. This liberal image often proves irritating to the generally conservative management of PG&E. For instance, a PG&E representative has depicted the SEC staff as "wet behind the ear college kids."11

The specter of regulation by the SEC created rather different difficulties for the public utilities. The municipal utilities have not been under the rate determination jurisdiction of the CPUC. Nor have they found it necessary to go to the CPUC in order to obtain
Figure 5-1
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permission to build new power plants. These matters have been governed for LADWP by the Board of Commissioners and the Los Angeles City Council. Therefore, LADWP does not seem to have an antagonistic attitude toward state-level regulatory agencies. Moreover, LADWP representatives feel the primary role of their electric utility is to satisfy the needs of the population at the lowest possible cost. Such an objective would suggest that LADWP does not feel interfered with by the SEC. However, since they have not dealt with such an agency before, LADWP management feels less experienced than their private utility counterparts in dealing with the CPUC. As one LADWP representative views matters, "Getting it together" to deal with the SEC has gone slowly. It should be noted that all regulatory matters are handled primarily through the two people who constitute LADWP's Office of Regulatory Affairs. Finally, due to the continuing control of the Board of Commissioners, LADWP is subject to the influence of local politics and the department perforce is quite sensitive to them. This circumstance seems to overshadow any concerns LADWP may have in dealing with the SEC.

Effects of System Interdependence on Electric Utility Siting

In the final portion of Chapter Four, it was conjectured that the establishments of central dispatched electricity in California will eventually occur because the positive arguments will become sufficiently persuasive to encourage the utilities to overcome the obstacles presently standing in the way of such increased integration. It seems clear that the trend toward the undertaking of joint projects for additions to both generation and transmission capacity will continue. It seems, moreover, that this cooperation will in turn encourage even more jointly undertaken planning of future sites. Initially, efforts must be made to establish a working situation in which the planners and engineers rearrange
their time to enable such joint work to be accomplished. Once their
delays have accommodated this coordinated work, however, it is
reasonable to expect that subsequent projects can be carried out more
readily and more smoothly. This general statement needs to be sub-
stantiated with evidence as to the patterns of behavior in such organi-
izations.

One counter-argument can be proffered here. It is possible that
some early joint projects will prove unsatisfactory to key controlling
members of the utility management, thereby leading them to shun addi-
tional joint efforts. I do think, however, that the general pressures
of the decision-making environment suggest that increased coordination
will continue and expand. The siting process within individual utilities
is likely to change in that more information will be exchanged with
collaborating utilities. In particular, such collaboration will be apt
to center on legal matters for dealing with the SEC. It has been sug-
gested, in fact, that if one were seeking evidence of increased utility
interaction, that the first place to look would be the development of
their joint legal proceedings against the regulatory agencies, rather
than the emerging effects of interactions on siting.\textsuperscript{15} Even the LADWP
representative feels the problems which arise in dealing with the SEC
and the interpretation of its regulations are best handled through joint
action.\textsuperscript{16} If nothing else, it is helpful for the utilities to present
a unified front to the SEC and this again suggests that dealing with SEC
has encouraged the utilities to be more cooperative. For example, a PG&E
representative stated: "We get our stories straight" before approaching
the Commission.\textsuperscript{17} All the same, it is important not to overemphasize
the degree to which the utilities have coordinated among themselves in
response to being regulated by the SEC because this is difficult to actually measure. Thus, the siting planners at PG&E have stated that the utilities deal with the Commission on a utility-by-utility basis and not as a group. Yet, when the siting regulations first came out, there was a hasty ad hoc group formed among the siting planners of the major utilities in order to analyze these regulations.

Although the siting process for power plants will undoubtedly be affected by any changes in the degree of coordination, there are two reasons why it may not be possible to discern a consequent shift in the spatial distribution of electrical energy facilities. First, the siting of new power plants is so constrained by environmental and political problems that the "bank" of acceptable sites is finite and small. Thus, regardless of partnerships and joint ventures, the same sites are likely to be utilized despite the trend toward interconnections. Second, the physical pattern of the transmission lines is so interwoven with previous decisions that even if additions to transmission capacity are jointly planned, they will most likely reinforce the existing patterns. This is a reflection of the technological aspects of transmission as well as of economic considerations. It is simply too expensive to depart radically from the established transmission grid (cf. Map 1-3). Moreover, such a departure would be environmentally unacceptable on aesthetic grounds alone. This does not, however, mean that geographic changes will not take place, for indeed, the activities which the utilities and the regulatory commissions engage in will be different. The composition of the jobs of individual planners will be different and consequently the projects and daily paths of the participating individuals will be altered to accommodate the changes. In addition, new roles will be created
(e.g., "member of integration committee") and other roles may disappear. The use of time-geography to actually trace these effects would permit a concrete demonstration of how increased coordination activity among the utilities actually changes the manner in which they proceed with their decision-making process for power plant and transmission siting. Unfortunately, time constraints made it impossible for such a substantial documentation of anticipated effects to be undertaken in this research project.

Suggestions for Further Research

In studying the complex problem of the role of regulation and system interdependence in electrical energy facility siting in California, it has been necessary to disregard many factors which indeed are critical to a full understanding of the problem. Therefore, there are many suggestions for further research which come to mind.

One area worthy of further research centers on the impact of regulation on interstate electricity sales transfers and system interdependence. The dissertation problem treated here was restricted to regulation and system interdependence within the state of California. Hence, important broader regional and national scale questions remain. What is the role of the federal government in encouraging increased integration into the nationwide electrical grid? How has the National Energy Act and President Carter's emphasis on the use of coal and his energy policies in general affected local choices as to fuel type and technology? (Fuel type and technology are crucial factors in the selection of power plant sites.) How have the state regulatory politics of neighboring states (especially Washington, Nevada and Arizona) affected the siting process for electrical facilities? The latter is an important question
because the role of interstate transfers in California's electricity supply is significant (10 percent of our electricity supply is coal-generated capacity in Arizona) and is likely to expand as future proposed plants include sites in Nevada as well as Arizona. Furthermore, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) plays an important role in California electricity supply because of standing contracts with PG&E for hydro capacity as well as emergency services. (These emergency services were crucial in managing the electrical supply in California during the drought). SCE also has important contracts with BPA and the construction of the Pacific Interties demonstrates the continuing interweaving of the electricity supply of the Pacific Northwest with that of California. Some consideration of these significant sources of electricity and the regional issues (such as the allocation of scarce water supplies) which they entail, must be made, because ultimately they are likely to affect siting within California.

Another important area of possible investigation is that of electricity rate structures and pricing policies. There is an extensive recent literature on pricing policies which indicates their important ramifications for the siting of both electrical generating facilities and industrial facilities. Demand is the critical factor since pricing policies direct demand growth as customers respond to changes in the cost of electricity. Not only do changes in the gross amounts of electricity demanded affect the need for new power plants, but the timing of demand determines whether peaking or baseload power plants are needed. One type of pricing structure consists of so-called "declining block rates," whereby those who consume large amounts of electricity are charged less per unit of energy used than those who use smaller amounts. This structure reflects the fact that the marginal cost of providing extra units
to large bulk users are lower than the marginal cost of electricity to small users. This structure yields more favorable rates for industry and "penalizes" residential users.

In California during 1975 an important rate experiment was initiated to reverse declining block rates. Several newly appointed commissioners to the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) instituted a new rate structure featuring "lifeline" rates for residential users. Under the lifeline policy, residential users are charged lower rates if their consumption of electricity and natural gas remains below a level determined to be "necessary." This policy applied to all residential users, not only the needy or elderly segments of the population. Presently the cost of electricity and gas delivered to the residential sector is not being met by the revenues from that sector. PG&E reported to the CPUC that in 1977 residential customers paid a negative two percent rate of return. In total, the lifeline has forced an annual shift in the revenue load from the residential sector to the agricultural, commercial and industrial sectors, which exceeds one-half billion dollars. Symons, a commissioner of the CPUC, contends that this circumstance will encourage industries to locate in states other than California. In support of his contention, Symons cites the following three corporate representatives: Joseph Clearly of Airco, Inc.:

At present...we do not look upon California with favor. Anything but. We would add plants here only if there were no viable option. In other words, in close competition with other states, California would lose every time. Airco has 23 power-intensive plants operating across the nation, Two are in California. Over the past two years, the average power price for these 23 plants has increased by about 12 percent. But for the two in California, it has increased by over 150 percent.

The large and disproportionate increase in California would be alarming enough if it were cost related. But it is not. Instead it results substantially from the CPUC's abandonment of cost-of-service principles.
Gerald Fuller of Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation:

...recent actions by a state regulatory body—the public utilities commission—...are contrary to recent progress in encouraging business growth in California.

...the PUC policy will place some industries at a competitive disadvantage...(T)hey will pay penalty rates and be put at an economic disadvantage to competitors in other nearby states. Such conditions will force companies with expansion plans, such as ourselves, to look elsewhere than California for competitive plant sites.25

R.R. Imsande of Anheuser-Busch, Inc.:

To indicate the magnitude of the problem in California, I would like to refer to the following few statistics. For example, electricity supplied by PG&E to our Fairfield Brewery costs us 3.6 cents per kilowatt-hour. Electricity supplied to our Merrimack Brewery by Public Service Company of New Hampshire costs us 2.7 cents per kilowatt-hour. Electricity supplied by Houston Power and Light Company to our Houston Brewery costs us 2.0 cents per kilowatt-hour. Electricity supplied by Union Electric Company to our St. Louis Brewery costs us 2.2 cents per kilowatt-hour.

On a total dollar basis, we paid of $2,175,000 in 1977 for electricity at our Fairfield Brewery. If we were billed at the Houston rate, our electric cost would have been $1 million less in 1977.26

A PG&E representative has also noted that Governor Brown claims to woo industry but in fact is "squeezing" it out of the state. These positions suggest that the rate structure for electric energy (as well as natural gas) is a significant factor in industrial corporate location decision-making and worthy of research.

A final area for possible further research centers on the impact new energy sources will have on the types of plants developed and the sites chosen for them. The present analysis did not concern itself with the influence fuel source characteristics have upon the power plant locations selected by electrical utilities. Presently, conventional fuels (hydroelectricity, oil, gas, coal and nuclear) are used in California and the utilities are still geared toward a conventional energy
However, that situation is obviously subject to change. A PG&E representative stated that he is "not looking for sites" for centralized solar thermal electricity generating plants because solar thermal does not appear commercially available within the company's planning horizon. It is debatable, however, as to whether or not this statement is realistic, especially considering the proposed demonstration project for a 10 MW pilot plant outside Barstow, California. Nevertheless, the attitude of PG&E reflects the present bias of the utilities in favor of conventional energy sources.

Despite the policies of the SEC aimed at encouraging the adoption of nonconventional energy sources, it is clear that the distinctive problems associated with such sources will affect regulatory issues and system interdependence in the near future. In particular, solar energy presents some interesting problems. For example, if people begin to rely primarily on solar energy to meet their hot water requirements and install electrical backup systems, how should the utilities deal with the problem of intermittent but short duration sharp increases in the demand for electricity? (Such increases could occur during those brief periods of bad weather when the use of electrical backup systems becomes necessary.) The capital investment needed for generation equipment to meet such demand would be substantial and would not be used efficiently. Centralized solar thermal generation likewise raises questions of system reliability and interdependence. The integration of relatively small decentralized sources of electricity into the present system requires the resolution of both technical problems involving cogeneration and generation through pyrolysis of solid waste, for instance, and institutional problems arising from increased competition. If sufficiently large in
number, such small projects would result in a shift from a centralized pattern of electrical generating facilities to a decentralized pattern.

Finally, conservation can be thought of as a nongeneration technology which is a "new source" of energy for meeting the electrical demand of the state. Like other new sources, it poses significant research questions that are likely to be singled out for investigation as the limitations of conventional energy paths become more obvious and more serious.

The Process of Doctoral Research

The inherent problems in carrying out doctoral dissertation research gradually became clear to me over my years of working. The transition from my original idealistic aspirations to a more pragmatic view was painful and disillusioning. That this research is incomplete and limited in its contributions may be of no surprise to those who have undertaken such work themselves. It has not been possible for this dissertation, which was completed under time and resource constraints, to attain the quality and scope I had originally envisioned.\(^{31}\) I am determined, however, to do more work in the areas which require attention. I recall a statement contained in a paper of mine from March 1978:

While my dissertation must constitute an original piece of research regardless of the topic, if it is in an area where few have entered then I feel more confident that it will be of greater importance and value academically. In this I am drawing the distinction between dissertation research that is primarily derivative (such as dissertations on factorial ecologies of cities) yet of sufficient originality to be considered acceptable for the doctoral research and dissertation research that is more creative. The intellectual community around me has convinced me to strive for as much creativity and originality in my work as possible. I cannot say at this point that I will undoubtedly be able to accomplish this but I do not wish to content myself with a dissertation that does not aspire to higher goals.
As a consequence of my desire to strive for creativity, I undertook a "messy" and extremely complicated problem which had no clear methodological approach. Perforce, I have not been able to solve the complex web of circumstances involving regulation and system interdependence in siting. (There have been innumerable occasions when I had heartf elty wished that I had obliviously chosen a nice concrete null hypothesis, developed a statistical measure, blithely collected information, performed the calculations and been able to accept or reject my hypothesis. If it were derivative the literature review would have been easier as well.) The one overwhelming realization is that complexity on many levels is the only consistent feature of this dissertation problem. So many factors have a bearing on the problems addressed that at times it has seemed hopeless to attempt to make any sense of them. Despite any disillusionment, I feel that I have intellectually developed while preparing the dissertation and in the course of doing so I have grappled with the basic philosophical issues that are essential to organizing quality research. The unfortunate aspect of the final product is that it is impossible for it to reflect the intellectual process I have gone through. Now I regard the word "partial" on the title page in a special light.
FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER FIVE


2. The gathering of two or more individuals and/or objects at a physically fixed location for production, consumption, social and miscellaneous activities is referred to as an "activity bundle."

3. "Project" refers to the steps, people and materials necessary to accomplish specific production, consumption and social goals. For example, the project of giving a birthday party can be broken down into the steps of shopping, food preparation, et cetera which result in bringing together the resources and people that constitute the party.

4. "Coupling constraints" denote where, when and for how long an individual must join other individuals or objects to form activity bundles.

5. "Authority constraints" consist of the general laws, economic barriers and power relationships that determine which individuals have access to particular activities at particular times.


7. Ibid.

8. Ibid., p. 420-421.


11. Personal Interview, Edward Chouloupka and Richard Albert, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, California, November 13, 1979. Chouloupka mentioned that they gave the SEC all the data that they requested but that they did not think it would be possible for the SEC to assimilate all of it given their staff capabilities. Chouloupka and Albert found it ironic that the sheer weight of all the heavy seven-inch thick files caused the floor of the storage area to collapse. It contributed to their feeling that the SEC did not know what they were doing.

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid.

15. Personal Interview, Edward Kahn, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California, November 1, 1979.


17. Chouloupka Interview.

18. Albert Interview.


23. Ibid.


28. Chouloupka and Albert Interview.


30. Personal Communications, Peter Benenson and Edward Kahn, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California, November 14 and 15, 1979, respectively.

31. Aaron: "So you must resolve
That what you cannot as you would achieve,
You must perforce accomplish as you may."

Titus Andronicus (II, 1:104) by William Shakespeare.
APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW PROCESS

The design of the research precluded interviewing a randomly selected population of people. Instead, selection of members of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) was based on the role of the person in the scheme of the decision-making process (for example, the chief manager of power control operations was interviewed), and performance by those who would consent to be interviewed. Established personal contact between the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and PG&E made a critical difference in "legitimizing" my request of interview time. The interviews, conducted in person at the PG&E office in San Francisco, lasted approximately two (2) hours each, a generous amount of interview time. Because of the defensive posture of those interviewed, I judged it to be detrimental to attempt to tape record the sessions (although I went prepared to do so) and so only notes were taken. In addition, the format was flexible so each person was not asked the same set of questions. I began with an introduction of myself, and of geography, (location theory in particular) and my desire to determine how the interconnections among California utilities affect the decision-making process for siting power plants. I discussed my intended use of the interview data. Thus, if the interviewees desired anonymity or had any concerns about the manner in which the research was being conducted they could feel free to deal with these issues before answering specific questions (Table I-1).

It is essential to realize the intrinsic difficulty of interviewing utility and regulatory agency representatives about the effects of
Table I-1
Questions Used in Interviews of PG&E Staff

1) How would you define system reliability?
2) How can system reliability be improved?
3) Is there a possibility of a central dispatch system in the state?
4) Has the way system reliability affects siting been changing?
5) What factors contribute to system interdependence?
6) Is the question of private versus public ownership of utilities pertinent to the siting process?
7) How has the institution of the state energy commission changed:
   a) how you do your work, and b) your relationship with other utilities?
8) How does the present regulatory situation compare with being primarily under the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission?
9) What role does the demand forecast play in your siting work?
10) How did the drought affect the coordination among the utilities?
11) Do you have a working relationship with analogous people in other utilities?
12) What organizations play an important role in coordinating your work with other utilities?
13) What is your educational background? History with PG&E? What roles have you held and what types of projects have you worked on?
system interdependence on siting. First, the interviewees at PG&E, LADWP, SEC or CPUC were unaware of geography as an academic discipline in which advanced degrees are available. Secondly, since the interviewees did not understand what geographers do, this severely hampered their general ability to respond to my inquiries. Given their training in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear physics, etcetera, there was no reason to expect them, with only a brief description of geography and my dissertation project, to be able to make the kinds of connections about their work that I suspected were there. My desire to obtain an overview of broad trends in siting seemed in some way alien to those interviewed. This was because they deal with siting and coordination in a piecemeal fashion, and because they have not thought out the relationships existing between their day-to-day work and that of other utilities, regulatory agencies or even other departments within their own organization. For example, the PG&E siting planners perceive physical interconnections or transmission network interties as "the relevant" aspect of utility siting; but they do not consider regulatory factors and other complications.

If more time had been available for those interviewed to ponder my ideas and questions, the results of the interviews might have been different, perhaps affording more concrete and specific information for me to use in evaluating likely siting effects. An SEC representative declared within three minutes of conversation that there are presently no strong interactions between power pooling and siting and that he suspected there would be none in the future. This was discouraging because it seems obvious that he could not have reflected on the possibility of there being a connection. Furthermore, his statement does not
negate the possibility of there being a connection. Once again, the main point is that one of the most severe limitations in attempting to gather information by interviewing utility representatives is the difference between the mental constructs of those people and my own as a geographer. It is also dispiriting to further speculate on other factors that undoubtedly affected the interview process, such as my being young, a student and a woman.

Matters were further complicated by the fact that PG&E is presently under a great deal of public pressure as a result of the controversy over both the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant and proposed and granted increased rates. Its executives are acutely aware of the company's negative public image. A clear consequence of this was a hesitancy on their part to be interviewed and a defensiveness which called for careful interpretation of the materials gathered in the interviews. How much of what was said was propaganda? How much was company policy statement as opposed to each person's view of a given matter? Is it possible to determine if they described how things are supposed to happen or how they actually happen? In the end, it was my subjective interpretation of the interview materials that provided tentative answers to these extremely important research questions. At one and the same time, my interpretations are both defenseless and defensible. They are defenseless because someone who knows more about different aspects of the problem or has had access to proprietary information or other knowledge might be able to criticize my arguments or discern deficiencies in my presentation. They are defensible because given the information available to me, I exercised careful discrimination and interpretation.
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